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William!H.M.! James! coded,! ran! and! analysed! the! ice! thickness!model! (Figure! 5).!



















































Last! Glacial! Maximum! (LGM,! c.! 30! to! 18! ka)! in! an! attempt! to! constrain! glacial!
geometry!of!that!period.!To!achieve!this,!the!REVOLTA!(Reconstruction!of!Volume!
and! Topography! Automation)! model! was! developed,! a! Python! script! tool! for!
ArcGISTM! that! requires! just! a!DEM!of! glacier! bed! conditions! and! the! downKvalley!
extent!of!glaciation!as!initial!inputs.!Ice!thickness!is!initially!estimated!at!points!along!
an! automatically! generated! centreline! network! based! on! the! perfectKplasticity!
rheology!assumption,!taking!into!account!a!valley!side!drag!component!of!the!force!






mm!of! global! sea! level! rise.!Analysis! of! the! LGM!distributed! ice! thickness!output!
shows!a!large!number!of!nunataks!and!exposed!ridges!in!the!central!Mt.!Cook!and!
northern!regions,!with!a!localised!icefield!in!the!Fiordland!area.!!











!Importantly,! there! is! large! spatial! variability! between! catchments,! with! eastern!
regions!experiencing!significantly!greater!cooling!and!greater!precipitation!increases!
(or! less!decrease)! than! their!western!counterparts.! Increased!westerly! circulation!
and! reduced! sea! level! altering! the! relative!position!of! the!orographic!barrier! is! a!






Input! dataset! generation! for! REVOLTA! resulted! in! several! important! research!
outcomes.!A!DEM!approximating!LGM!bed!conditions!was!created,!using!a!variety!of!
novel! techniques! to! modify! the! existing! DEM.! These! included! the! estimation! of!
contemporary!ice!thickness!distribution!using!the!VOLTA!(Volume!and!Topography!
Automation)! model! for! removal! from! the! DEM,! merging! offshore! and! lake!
bathymetry!and!considering!Holocene! inKfill! sediments.! Furthermore,! an! inKdepth!
review!of!the!most!up!to!date!literature!and!datasets!regarding!the!lateral!extent!of!
























































































































































































































































































































































New! Zealand! is! an! archipelago! spanning! the! mid! latitudes! of! the! Southern!
Hemisphere!(Figure!1.1).!At!approximately!1500!km!in! length!and!typically!200!to!
300! km!wide,! it! consists! of! the! North! Island,! South! Island! and! over! 600! smaller!











Hemisphere.! Furthermore,!with!New!Zealand! remaining! at! least! partially! iceKfree!
during! the! Last! Glacial! Maximum! (LGM)! (Suggate,! 2004),! a! range! of! biotic!





Mountain!valley!glaciers!such!as! those! found! in! the!Southern!Alps!are!a!sensitive!
barometer! of! climate! change,! with! the! reconstruction! of! former! extents! and! ice!
configurations! allowing! a! valuable! insight! into! former! conditions.! With! glacier!
volume! loss! contributing! directly! to! global! seaKlevel! rise,! reconstructing! former!
glaciers!allows!the!influence!of!individual!regions!to!be!readily!assessed!(e.g.!Glasser*
et*al.,!2011).!Glacier!reconstructions!can!also!be!used!in!palaeoclimatic!studies,!with!




































Ice!domes! Broad,! upstanding! area! of! an! ice!
sheet/cap.!Thickness!can!exceed!3000!m.!
East!Antarctica!
Ice!streams! Fast!moving,! channelized! ice! flanked! by!











Ice!fields! Form! in! regions! of! generally! gentle! but!
locally! fretted! topography.! Flow!
influenced!by!underlying!topography.!





















Lobe! formation! occurs! when! valley!
glaciers!reach!lowland!plains.!
Elephant!Foot!Glacier,!Greenland!




Contemporary! glaciers! of! the! Southern! Alps! are! mainly! of! the! topographically!
constrained! types,! with! a! detailed! discussion! of! current! and! former! glacier!
morphology!discussed!in!subsequent!chapters.!!
1.3& Causes"and"distribution"of"glaciation"
To! understand! the! presence! and! distribution! of! glacial! ice! in!New! Zealand! (both!





The! glaciers! of! the! Southern! Alps! form! part! of! the! global! ice! mass,! currently!
occupying!approximately!16!million!km3!with!a!total!volume!of!0.35!±!0.07!m!sea!
level!equivalent!(Grinsted,!2013b).!This!ice!mass!fluctuates!on!timescales!of!less!than!




much! reduced! or! absent! cover! (‘greenhouse’! phases),! upon! which! shorter! term!













radiation! receipt,! thus! initiating! a! range! of! changes! and! feedbacks! in! the!
atmospheric,!ocean,!hydrological,!vegetation!cover!and!glacial!systems!(Clark*et*al.,!
1999).!!
At!a!global! scale,! glaciation! is! concentrated! towards! the!poles! in! the! form!of! the!
Arctic!and!Antarctic!ice!sheets!where!the!low!solar!angle!results!in!reduced!energy!
to! melt! ice! and! snow.! Glaciers! are! also! more! prevalent! at! increased! altitude! as!












topography! and! climatic! conditions.! In! the! Southern!Alps,! there! is! a! clear! aspect!
control,!with!Chinn!and!Whitehouse!(1980)!calculating!a!310!m!difference!in!mean!
Equilibrium!Line!Altitude!(ELA)!between!North!and!South!facing!glaciers!due!to!south!













(Koerner,!1977).!Precipitation!control! is!also!highly!evident! in! the! !Southern!Alps,!
where!there!is!a!dramatic!precipitation!gradient,!rising!from!approximately!3000!mm!
yrK1!along!the!western!coastal!plains!to!a!maximum!of!over!10000!mm!yrK1!near!the!




Under! the! mechanisms! described! above,! New! Zealand! has! undergone! multiple!
glacial!and!interglacial!phases.!Whilst!the!exact!number!of!glacial!cycles!is!unknown,!



























literature! rather! than! the! thesis! incorporating! a! dedicated! ‘literature! review’!
chapter.!
To!meet! the!overall! aim!of! the!project! (section! 1.4),! each! chapter! addresses! the!
specific!objective(s)!as!shown!in!Figure!1.2.!Whilst!producing!important!and!novel!
research! outcomes! in! their! own! right,! Chapters! 2! and! 3! are! effectively! model!
precursors/data! preparation! components! of! the! REVOLTA! (Reconstruction! of!
8!
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0.01! km2! in! area! (Chinn,! 1989).! The! glaciers! of! New! Zealand! are! also! extremely!
isolated,!with!the!next!nearest!glacial!ice!situated!2,300!km!away!on!Balleny!Island,!
which!is!a!glaciated!Antarctic!Island.!Indeed!considering!the!whole!World,!only!the!
glaciers! of! East! Africa! are! situated! further! from! their! next! nearest! neighbour,!






Southern! Alps! holds! exceptionally! wellKpreserved! geological! evidence! of! former!










for! improving! our! understanding! of! many! glaciological,! hydrological! and!
climatological! issues.! In! the! context! of! ongoing! climate! change,! largeKscale!
assessments! are! important! because! a! climate! signal! extracted! from!an! individual!
glacier! may! not! be! representative! of! the! entire! region! (Hoelzle* et* al.,! 2007).!








to! reconstruct! palaeoglaciers! (e.g.! Benn! &! Hulton,! 2010),! and! the! resultant!
equilibriumKline! altitudes! are! a!widelyKused! source! of! palaeoclimatic! information!







Pacific!and!Australian!plates! (Figure!2.1a).!This!500!km! long!mountain!chain! rises!
rapidly!from!the!coastline!and!contains!a!number!of!peaks!over!3,000!m,!including!



















In! the!North! Island,! tectonic! activity! is! evident! from! volcanic! cones,!with!Mount!












be! used! to! estimate! associated! volume! via! a! volumeKarea! scaling! approach,!





glaciers! in! the! world! has! been! inventoried,! with! data! repositories! such! as! the!
Randolph! glacier! inventory! (RGI)! and!Global! Land! Ice!Measurements! from! Space!
(GLIMS)! providing! free! access! to! the! datasets.! These! inventories! are! constructed!
from! composite! sources,! with! glaciers! mapped! by! different! techniques! and! at!
different!time!intervals!depending!on!the!region.!
For!New!Zealand,!a!full!glacier!inventory!of!planform!area!was!produced!in!1978!by!
Trevor!Chinn,!derived! from!aerial! imagery! (Chinn,!1978).!This! inventory! identified!
3,144!glaciers!over!0.01!km2,!covering!a!total!area!of!1,158!km2!(Chinn,!2001).!To!
date!this!remains!the!only!complete,!continuous!inventory!for!the!Southern!Alps!and!
is! therefore! commonly! used! for! regional!modelling! and! assessment! (e.g.! Huss!&!
Hock,!2015;!Huss!&!Farinotti,!2012).!The!glacier!outlines!from!this!inventory!are!also!
used!as!the!basis!for!local!topographic!mapping!(NZ!Topo50!map!series)!and!in!global!
glacier! inventories! (GLIMS,! RGI).! The! same! glacier! outlines! have! been! used!
throughout!all!RGI!versions,! including! the! latest! release,!version!5.0! released! July!
2015,! although! individual! glaciers! were! distinguished! from! glacier! complexes!
between!for!version!3.0!onwards!!(Arendt*et*al.,!2015).!In!detail,!the!GLIMS!database!
not!only!contains!the!same!full!set!of!original!1978!glacier!outlines,!but!additionally!




and! Reflection! Radiometer)! image! (RMS! <! 15m)! along! with! topographic! layers!




been!measured! for! glaciers! in!New! Zealand!which! can! help! to! assess! changes! in!
glaciation! limits! and! response! to! changing! climate.! The!End!of! Summer! Snowline!
(EOSS)!has!been!monitored!annually!since!1977!for!50!selected!index!glaciers!(see!





change! (Chinn*et*al.,!2012);!with! its!application! for!estimating!changes! in!volume!
discussed!in!section!2.3.3.!Associated!ELAs!are!also!used!extensively!in!Chapter!4!as!
a!baseline!condition.!
Alongside! regional! datasets,! various! glaciological! parameters! have! also! been!
measured! for! individual! glaciers.! Whilst! these! are! therefore! not! suitable! for!
modelling!the!entire!Southern!Alps,!they!are!useful!for!calibrating,!parameterising!
and!validating!regional!models.!Field!based!ice!thickness!measurements!are!crucial!
for! validating! models! of! distributed! ice! thickness,! with! available! measurements!
discussed! in!section!2.3.2.! Ice!velocity!can!be!used!as!an! input! for!distributed! ice!
thickness!models!(e.g.!Farinotti*et*al.,!2013)!although!measurements!in!New!Zealand!





array! of! stakes! throughout! the! glacier,! with! repeated! visits! required! to! monitor!







New!Zealand,!with!a!general! trend!of! retreat!punctuated!by!smaller! reKadvances.!
Modelling!by!Chinn*et*al.!(2012)!found!a!reduction!in!volume!(water!equivalent)!from!
54.5!km3!!in!1976!to!46.1!km3!in!2008.!However,!substantial!reKadvances!of!individual!
glaciers! have! also! been! recorded! during! this! period!with! the! Franz! Josef! Glacier!
advancing! 1420! m! between! 1983! and! 1999! (Purdie* et* al.,! 2014).! The! recent!




of! retreat! of! certain! glaciers! from! changes! in! climate,!with! the! switch! to! calving!
termini! overriding! climatic! inputs! (Warren! &! Kirkbride,! 2003).! The! nature! and!
influence!of!such!proglacial!lakes!is!discussed!in!detail!in!3.2.5.1.!These!rapid!changes!
require! careful! monitoring,! with! the! accurate! and! quick! methods! for! assessing!
glacier!extent!and!volume!of!paramount!importance.!
2.3.2& Field"measurements"of"ice"thickness"in"New"Zealand"
Measurement!of! ice! thickness! is! the!only!direct!method!to!determine!distributed!
thickness,!bed!topography!and!volume.!Thickness!can!be!measured!via!boreholes!
(e.g.!Hochstein*et*al.,!1998)!or!by!reflection!techniques!such!as!seismics!(e.g.!Shean*
et* al.,! 2007)! or! radar! (e.g! Singh* et* al.,! 2012).! If! these! field! measurements! are!
sufficiently! numerous! and! well! distributed,! it! is! possible! to! build! a! detailed! bed!
topography!map! and! constrain! volume! (e.g.! Björnsson,! 1981),! However,! to! date!
there!has!been!no!attempts!to!do!this!for!any!glacier(s)!in!New!Zealand.!!
There! are! very! few! direct!measurements! of! ice! thickness! in!New! Zealand! as! the!
process!is!laborious,!expensive!and!logistically!difficult!(Farinotti*et*al.,!2009),!with!
Table! 2.1! summarising! those! that! are! available! in! the! literature.! The! steep!
topography! of! New! Zealand! favours! a! large! number! of! cirque! glaciers! and!
glacierettes! on! separate! peaks! (Chinn,! 2001),! making! thickness! measurements!
perhaps!more!difficult!than!in!other!glaciated!regions.!For!measurements!which!do!



















Hooker! Gravity!and!resistivity!surveys! Thickness! of! 150!m! at! 1.5! km! from!
terminus!
Hochstein*et*al.!(1995)! Hooker! Radar! Thickness!of!165!m!and!260!m!at!1.7!
km! and! 3! km! from! terminus!
respectively!!





variety! of!methods! (Table! 2.2).! Volume! estimates! range! from! 53.29! km3! (Chinn,!
2001)!to!83!km3!(Radić!&!Hock,!2010);!the!range!in!these!estimates!reflects!the!level!
of!uncertainty! involved!with! ice!volume!estimation.! !Even!within!studies,! there! is!
substantial!uncertainty! in! the!estimated!volume.!For!example,!Huss!and!Farinotti!







Table" 2.2" Published" volume"estimates" for" the"New"Zealand" Southern"Alps." Expressed" as" total" ice" volume,"
converted"from"water"equivalent"assuming"an"ice"density"of"900"kg"mS3"where"required."
Study" Volume"(km3)" Method"and"data""
Anderton!(1973)! 63!±!4!km3! Volume! area! scaling! (derived! from! nonKNZ! glaciers).! 527!
glacier!outlines!mapped.!
Chinn!(2001)! 53.29!km3! Volume!area!scaling!(WGMS!relationship!derived!from!nonKNZ!
glaciers).! 3,144! glaciers! mapped,! based! on! 1978! aerial!
photograph!survey."
Hoelzle*et*al.!(2007)! 67!km3! Basic! perfect! plasticity! assumption! with! theoretical! values.!








Grinsted!(2013a)! 80.4!km3! Volume! area! scaling! with! adjustments! for! continentally! and!





North!0.19!km3! Ice! flow!mechanics! (Farinotti* et*al.,! 2009).Calculated! for!RGI!
4.0!outlines!and!SRTM!DEM!South!59.31!km3!
!
Most! attempts! to! estimate! volume! of! the! Southern! Alps! utilise! a! ‘volumeKarea’!
scaling!approach,!relying!on!an!empirical!relationship!between!the!surface!area!and!
volume!of!measured!glaciers.!Whilst!this!allows!the!rapid!estimation!of!regional!ice!
volume,!a!major!drawback! is! that!no! information!on!distributed! thickness!can!be!
obtained.! This! method! is! conventionally! used! to! derive! a! total! volume! (e.g.!
Anderton,!1973)!whilst!Chinn*et*al.! (2012)!used!it!as!part!of!a!hybrid!approach!to!










and! 59.5! km3! respectively! (Table! 2.2).! These! studies! both! utilised! the! approach!









Furthermore,! the! majority! of! existing! estimates! do! not! calculate! distributed! ice!




models! not! specifically! designed! for! New! Zealand,! whilst! also! appearing! to! be!
sensitive!to!the!format!of! input!datasets! (discussed! in!section!2.6.1.2).! ! !With!the!
climate! and! steep! topography! of! the! Southern! Alps! creating! an! alpine! style! of!
glaciation!(Chinn,!2001),!a!new!model;!VOLTA!(Volume!and!Topography!Automation)!
has! been! developed! to!model! ice! thickness! under! such! circumstances.! VOLTA! is!
designed! to! take! advantage! of! the! data! sources! available! for! New! Zealand! (high!
resolution!DEMs!and!glacier!outlines),!with!the!ability!to!run!rapidly!and!from!a!user!
friendly! interface.!This! is!achieved!by!estimating! ice!thickness!along!automatically!
derived!centrelines!following!the!perfect!plasticity!assumption!(Nye,!1952),!before!
interpolating!fully!distributed!ice!thickness.!VOLTA!is!written!in!the!Python!scripting!
language! and! executed! via! ArcGISTM! as! a! geoprocessing! tool.! VOLTA,! installation!
instructions! and! manual! are! available! for! download! at:!




































































































































































al.,! 2014)! and! geometric! analysis! (Le! Bris! &! Paul,! 2013)! have! been! developed,!











of! the! glacier,! VOLTA! uses! a! Minimum! Bounding! Geometry! (MBG)! technique,!
followed!by!connecting!the!two!farthest!points!(Figure!2.3a).!This!creates!an!axis!not!
influenced!by! individual! high! and! low!DEM!cells,!which!may!otherwise! create! an!
unrealistic! axis.! Perpendicular! traverses! are! then! created! along! the! axis! at! the!







(2013).! The! line! is! then! smoothed! using! the! Polynomial! Approximation! with!
Exponential!Kernel!(PAEK)!algorithm!to!remove!irregularities!caused!by!small!scale!















is! the! main! issue,! the! initial! centreline! is! also! laterally! deflected! where! the!
perpendicular!traverses!are!elongated!as!they!continue!into!the!secondary!tributary!
(Figure! 2.3d.! To! overcome! these! issues,! VOLTA! utilises! a! novel! ‘upstream! area’!
approach! to! delineate! separate! tributaries,! allowing! multiple! centrelines! to! be!




increases! by!more! than! 20!%! between! successive! points.! Furthermore,! any! new!
tributary!must!also!have!an!area!of!at!least!5!%!of!the!total.!Whilst!these!thresholds!
may! be! altered! via! the! Graphical! User! Interface! (GUI),! testing! against! manually!
identified! tributaries! for! 25! glaciers! found! these! values! were! able! to! correctly!
delineate!tributaries!where!appropriate,!whilst!not!adding!‘extra’!tributaries!due!to!
small!areas!of! ice!adjoining.! ! If! secondary! tributaries!are! identified,!new!tributary!
outlines! are! created! from! a! subset! of! the! original! (Figure! 2.3e)! and! secondary!
centrelines!are!created!in!the!standard!manner,!ignoring!any!midpoints!of!which!the!
corresponding! perpendicular! crosses! into! another! tributary.! Branch! order! is!

















Li* et* al.! (2012)! developed! a! more! physically! realistic! method! which! dynamically!
adjusts!6!depending!on!the!local!width!of!the!glacier!(see!Li*et*al.!(2012)!for!a!fullK
derivation):!!































Whilst! Equation!3!estimates! ice! thickness!perpendicular! to! the! ice! surface! Figure!
2.5a,!VOLTA!estimates! ‘vertical’! ice! thickness,!perpendicular! to!a!horizontal!xKaxis!
Figure!2.5b!form!appropriate!for!GIS!geometry!(Equation!4):! ! !




converge),! width! calculation! may! be! inaccurate,! with! Li* et* al.! (2012)! cautioning!
against! its!use!without!crossKchecking.!VOLTA!automatically! checks! for!erroneous!
values!by:!(i)!checking!if!the!perpendicular!line!intersects!another!centreline!(Figure!
2.6a)!and!(ii)!cross!checking!if!the!resulting!f!value!is!realistic!(>!0.445,!equal!to!a!half!
width!to!centreline! thickness! ratio!of!1:!Nye!1965)! (Figure!2.6b).!At!points!where!
either! of! these! conditions! is! met,! VOLTA! calculates! thickness! using! the! original!
Equation!2!rearranged!to!solve!for!thickness,!with!f!set!to!that!of!the!average!for!the!
tributary! (calculated! from! points! on! the! same! tributary! with! accurate! width!














University!Digital!Elevation!Model)!5.3! interpolation! routine,!which! is!an! iterative!
finite!difference!technique!designed!for!the!creation!of!hydrologically!correct!DEMs!
(Hutchinson,!1989).!ANUDEM!is!implemented!via!the!‘TopoToRaster’!tool!in!ArcGIS,!
using! ice! thickness! points! as! ‘spot! elevation’! inputs! and! the! glacier! outline! as! a!
contour! input! (assumed! to! represent! zero! ice! thickness).! This! process! generates!
preferably! concave! shaped! landforms,! mimicking! the! typical! parabolic! shape! of!
(idealised)! glacier! beds! (Linsbauer* et* al.,! 2009)! and! is! the! method! of! choice! for!
interpolating! both! mountain! valley! glaciers! (e.g.! Fischer! &! Kuhn,! 2013)! and! ice!

















width’! slope! threshold! (=QRS)! and! ‘minimum! slope’! threshold(=T)! are! used! by!
VOLTA!for!effective!ice!thickness!estimation.!By!default,!VOLTA!does!not!require!any!
user!specification!of!these!parameters,!using!the!DEM!and!glacier!outline(s)!to!derive!






have! to! be! varied! longitudinally! for! an! individual! glacier! as! a! constant! value! can!
reproduce!accurate! thickness!estimates!along!the! length!of!a!centreline! (Li*et*al.,!
2012).!!
Whilst! 45! can! be! “constrained* reasonably* from* just* a* few* iceIthickness*















Where! the! elevation! band! area! (,R)! is! in!m2! and! shear! stress! (%45)! is! in! Pa.! This!
method!was!tested!by!Driedger!and!Kennard!(1986b)!as!part!of!a!volume!estimation!
study,!finding!a!standard!deviation!of!error!of!5!%!when!comparing!with!measured!































In!VOLTA,! !=QRS! is!set!by!default! to!30o! ,!which! is! the!optimal!value! found!during!
analysis!by!Li*et*al.!(2012),!although!this!value!may!be!altered!via!the!GUI!if!required.!
Under! the!original!perfect!plasticity!assumption! (Nye,!1965),!a! slope!angle!of!30o!






For! comparison! and! to! evaluate! performance,! VOLTA! was! initially! applied! to! 5!
separate!glaciers!with! ‘known’!bed! topography.!Glaciers!were!selected! for:! (i)! ice!
thickness!distribution!that!has!been!well!constrained!from!field!measurements;!(ii)!
comprising! a! range! of! different! spatial! scales! and! geometries! (single,! multiK
tributary);!and!(iii)!occupying!different!regional!settings!and!thus!different!thermal!















Interpolated! from! 50m! bed! contours!






































Interpolated! from! 50m! bed! contours!





chosen! due! to! its! exceptionally! wellKconstrained! bed! topography,! providing! an!
example!of!a!simple!geometry!glacier! in!North!America.!Storglaciären!(Sweden)! is!
more!complex,!characterised!by!a!branched!accumulation!area!(Figure!2.7c),!whilst!
the! Tasman! glacier,! (New! Zealand)! and! its! tributaries! form! the! largest! and!most!
complex! system,! covering! 90! km2! (Figure! 2.7d).! Finally,! Unteraargletscher! (Swiss!







and! projected! in! a! Cartesian! coKordinate! system.! To! account! for! ice! surface!
topography! changes! between! thickness!measurement! and! DEM! capture! (surface!
lowering,! retreat! etc.),! ice! thickness! was! standardised! to! the! surface! DEM! by!












VOLTA! generated! a! single! centerline! for! the!Ödenwinkelkees! and! South! Cascade!
























%! (underestimate)! and! 16.6! %! (overestimate)! of! that! derived! from! field!
measurements.!For!comparison,!approximate!errors! for! scaling!approaches! range!
from!30!!%!for!large!samples!to!40!%!when!considering!smaller!(approximately!200!
glaciers)!samples!(Farinotti!&!Huss,!2013).!The!model!presented!by!Farinotti*et*al.!




measurements,! with! the! positive! skews! in! Figure! 2.10a! (Unteraargletscher)! and!
Figure! 2.10d! ! (Ödenwinkelkees)! representing! an! overestimate! by! VOLTA! and! the!

























Unteraargletscher! 2.983! 3.279! 9.9! 155! 800! K11.2! 112.6!
Tasman! 12.040! 10.062! K16.4! 187! 1000! 13.6! 46.7!
South!Cascade! 0.200!! 0.147! K26.5! 115! 500! 25.8! 59.0!
Ödenwinkelkees! 0.078! 0.091! 16.6! 124! 450! K2.7! 22.3!















2.4).! South! Cascade! glacier! field! data! reveals! an! asymmetrical! bed! cross! section!
(Figure! 2.10c! and! Figure! 2.11c),!which! is! not! particularly!well! defined! by! VOLTA,!
resulting!in!a!relatively!large!difference!between!volume!estimated!from!field!data!
and!by!VOLTA!(Table!2.4).!!The!parabolic!bed!profile!of!Storglaciären!shown!by!field!
measurements! (Figure! 2.11e)! are! well! reproduced! by! VOLTA,! with! longitudinal!
variations! (including! a! potential! overdeepening)! also! defined! (Figure! 2.10e).! The!
good! agreement! between! field! data! and!VOLTA! is! shown!by! similar! final! volume!







(VOLTA!modelled! 496!m! versus!measured! 510!m)! because! the! perfect! plasticity!









Whilst! the! centreline!will! usually! approximate! the! line! of!maximum! thickness,! in!
some!cases!this!may!be!offset!due!to!bends!in!the!glacier!(e.g.!Ödenwinkelkees!and!






Considering! the! uncertainty! in! the! field! based! glacier! volume! estimates! used! for!
benchmarking,!VOLTA!can!be!seen!to!perform!at!a!similar!level!to!other!approaches.!
Crucially,! the! fully! automated! and! user! friendly! approach! offers! advantages! over!
previous! models,! offering! the! potential! to! rapidly! model! regions! which! would!
otherwise!be!prohibitively!laborious.!In!general,!VOLTA!is!able!to!predict!maximum!
ice!thickness!values!well,!even!if!infilling!or!multiple!past!glaciations!have!occurred.!
Whilst! the!ANUDEM! interpolation! routine! generally!works!well! for! linear! glaciers!
with!a!bedrock!base!(parabolic!profile),!the!user!should!be!aware!of!potential!issues!




To!assertain! to!what!extent!uncertainties! in!VOLTA!parameters! influence!volume!
estimates,! sensitivity! tests! were! performed! (Figure! 2.12).! Parameters!45,!=P,! α0!








all! glaciers! (Figure!2.12a).! For!example,! a!10!%! increase! in!45! results! in! a!12.2!%!
increase!in!volume!for!the!Ödenwinkelkees.!This!is!expected!as!the!critical!thickness!
at!which!deformation!occurs!will! be!greater! as! !45! is! increased! (Paterson,!1994).!

























































and! associated! deformation! (see! Driedger! and! Kennard! (1986a)).! This! was!
demonstrated! empirically! by! Driedger! and! Kennard! (1986a)! who! found! that! for!
glaciers! of! less! than! approximately! 2.6! km! in! length,! volume!was! best! estimated!
using!a!scaling!approach,!whilst!for!larger!glaciers,!the!perfect!plasticity!assumption!
was!appropriate.!For!this!reason!and!for!efficient!computing,!volumeKarea!scaling!is!







as:! K = c. cde%fg.dhi!
Equation"8"
A!discussion!of!other! relationships! available! in! the! literature! and! the! reasons! for!



































































Mt.! Cook! Region! only:!
RGI! 5.0! (clipped! to!
(Sirguey,!2010)!extent)!










different! parameters! (Table! 2.6).! Model! V1! utilised! the! high! resolution! (8m)!
Geographix!DEM!and!the!full!set!of!outlines!(RGI!v5)!(Chinn,!1978).!The!calculated!
volume!was!40.68!km3,!with!Figure!2.13!showing!an!example!of!the!distributed!ice!




















V1! !Full!Southern!Alps! Geographix! 8m!
DEM!














V3! Full! Southern! Alps! K!
Comparison!to!Huss!and!
Hock!(2015)!
SRTM!v4! RGI! V4! (identical!
























! ! ! ! ! "
HH! Full! Southern!Alps! (Huss!
&!Hock,!2015)!










to! those!used! in!V1! (there!were!no!changes!between!RGI!v4!and!RGI!v5! for!New!
Zealand!(Arendt*et*al.,!2015),!comparison!between!model!V3!and!model!V1!shows!
the! impact! of! using! an! alternative! DEM.! Using! the! Geographix! DEM! (model! V1)!
results!in!a!volume!of!40.68!km3!whilst!the!SRTM!DEM!(model!V3)!results!in!a!volume!
of!40.12!km3,!1.4%!less.!
















































2013).! However,! there! are! very! few! field!measurements! of! ice! thickness! in! New!
Zealand,!with!only!the!Tasman!glacier!perhaps!studied!in!sufficient!detail!to!currently!
construct! a! bed! topography! map! (see! Figure! 2.10b).! Whilst! airborne! radar! has!
recently! opened! up! opportunities! for! regional! scale! mapping! of! iceKsheet! bed!
topography! (e.g.! Fretwell* et* al.,! 2013),! this!method! is! expensive! and! the! coarse!
resolution! is! not! suitable! for! assessing! the! intricacies! of! mountain! valley! glacier!
systems!such!as!the!Southern!Alps.!This!has!led!to!the!development!and!application!
of!various!modelling!approaches!such!as!VOLTA.!With!an!increased!research!interest!
in! ice! volume!and!distributed! thickness,! combined!with! advances! in! remote!data!




on! empirical! relationships! between! glacier! volume! and! other! parameters! (most!
commonly!glacier!area)!(Bahr*et*al.,!2015).!Once!an!empirical!relationship!has!been!
defined,! volumeKarea! scaling! requires! just! the! knowledge!of! glacier! area! and!has!
successfully! been! used! to! estimate! the! volume! of! glaciers! around! the! world!
(Grinsted,! 2013a)! and! for! regional! scale! assessments! including! that! of! the! New!
Zealand!Southern!Alps!!(Chinn,!2001).!However,!a!major!drawback!of!this!method!is!
that! it! provides! just! a! single! volume! estimate! for! each! glacier,! with! alternative!
methods! required! if! the! distributed! thickness! is! sought.! Furthermore,! despite! its!
prevalence! in! the! literature,! there! is! some! confusion! regarding! the! correct!



















thickness! of! 37!m! using! the! relationship! of! Bahr* et* al.! (1997),! with! the! average!
thickness!used!to!approximate!the!bed.!
Whilst! there! are! no! field! based! volume!observations! in!New!Zealand! to! build! an!
initial!relationship!from,!Bahr*et*al.!(1997)!derived!a!relationship!from!144!glaciers!
(not!including!ice!caps)!located!in!Europe,!North!America,!central!Asia!and!the!Arctic!




characteristics! to! New! Zealand! (e.g.! Grinsted,! 2013a)! and/or! based! on! a! smaller!
sample!size.!For!example,!Chen!and!Ohmura!(1990)!based!their!relationship!on!just!







(Farinotti* et* al.,! 2009).! This! method! has! the!major! advantage! over! volume! area!
scaling!of!being!able!to!output!fully!distributed!bed!topography!rather!than!simply!
an!overall!volume!estimate.!According!to!the!principles!of!mass!conservation,!the!
mass! balance! distribution! of! a! glacier! should! be! in! equilibrium!with! the! ice! flux!




provide! the! first! assessment! of! distributed! ice! thickness! for! the! New! Zealand!
Southern!Alps.!!!
Whilst! input! datasets! are! minimal,! requiring! just! a! DEM! and! glacier! outlines,! a!
number! of! assumptions! and! extensive! parameterisation! is! required.! The! main!
parameter! is! the! ‘apparent!mass!balance!distribution’,! calculated! from!altitudinal!
gradients!of!the!accumulation!and!ablation!areas,!with!smaller!gradients!assumed!in!
the!accumulation!area.!The! ‘continentality’!of!each!glacier! is!also!estimated! from!
latitude! and! air! temperature! at! the! ELA! (see! Huss! and! Farinotti! (2012)! for! full!
derivation)! and! used! in! conjunction!with! glacier! surface! area! to! define! a! ‘sliding!
factor’.! Comparison! with! measured! ice! thickness! profiles! found! that! the! model!
reproduced!ice!thickness!with!an!average!deviation!of!~25%!(Farinotti*et*al.,!2009),!
showing!the!current!level!of!accuracy!for!such!ice!thickness!estimation!models.!!















estimating! ice! thickness,! based!on! the! theory!originally! described!by!Nye! (1951).!
Some!of!these!approaches!have!the!ability!to!estimate!distributed!ice!thickness!(e.g.!
Linsbauer*et*al.,!2009),!with!a!basic!version!previously!applied!on!the!mountain!chain!
scale! (Linsbauer* et*al.,! 2012).!Development!of! the!method! to! include!a! side!drag!
component!(Li*et*al.,!2012)!and!the!ability!to!automatically!derive!glacier!centrelines!
(Le!Bris!&!Paul,!2013)!has!led!to!the!creation!of!the!VOLTA!model,!allowing!the!fully!
automated,! rapid! estimation! of! distributed! ice! thickness! from!a!DEM!and! glacier!
outlines.!VOLTA!can!be!seen!as!a!simpler!model! than!the! ice!mechanics!methods!
outlined! in! section!2.6.1.2,! requiring! less!parameterisation!whilst! outputting! fully!
distributed! ice! thickness! unlike! scaling! methods! (section! 2.6.1.1).! Validation! of!















input!datasets! (DEM!and!outlines)! to! assess! the! sensitivity! of! the!model! and! the!
temporal!changes!between!datasets!(Table!2.6).!!










glaciers! in! the!Mount! Cook! region! between! the! DEMs.! Surface! lowering! is!most!
pronounced! in! the! lower! ablation! regions,! effectively! increasing! the! overall! ice!
surface!slope!and!thus!being!reflected!in!the!perfect!plasticity!based!calculations.!For!
glaciated! areas! (defined! here! from! RGI! V5! outlines),! the! Geographix! DEM! is! on!
average!0.87!m!lower!than!the!SRTM!DEM,!equivalent!to!1.01!km3!of!ice.!The!spatial!
distribution!of!variation! in!the!Mount!Cook!region! is!shown!in!Figure!2.14.!Whilst!
some! differences! may! be! due! to! the! methods! of! DEM! capture! and! processing!
techniques,!there!appears!to!be!a!general!pattern!of!mass!loss!in!the!lower!ablation!


















VOLTA! was! also! run! on! different! outlines,! with! analysis! of! the! Mt.! Cook! area!














Central!Southern!Alps!(Mt!Cook)! 400.3! 351.4! K12.2!
!
Franz!Josef!Glacier! 33.1! 33.0! K!0.06!
Fox!Glacier! 34.7! 34.1! K!1.60!
Hooker!Glacier! 14.3! 12.4! K!13.48!
Tasman!Glacier! 95.2! 87.3! K!8.35!
!
Overall,!the!Mt!Cook!region!experienced!an!area!loss!of!12.2!%!between!1978!and!





glaciers! retreating! approximately! 1.8! km! and! 1.4! km! respectively! (Figure! 2.15c).!
There! is! also! evidence! of! potential! downwasting,! with! the! 2009! margins! of! the!























When!using! the!updated!outlines! for!VOLTA!modelling,! the!volume!estimate!was!
6.04!%!lower!than!when!using!the!1978!outlines!(Table!2.6).!This!overall!pattern!of!
volume!loss!is!in!general!agreement!with!Chinn*et*al.!(2012)!who!calculated!a!volume!
reduction! of! 15! %! for! approximately! the! same! period! (although! for! the! entire!
Southern!Alps!domain).!The!lower!mass!loss!predicted!by!VOLTA!may!be!expected!
due!to!the!use!of!the!same!DEM!for!both!studies,!although!this!has!been!shown!to!









and! distributed! thickness! of! the! Southern! Alps.! The! ability! to! derive! ! distributed!
53!
!
thickness! is! of! great! value,!with! applications! for! glaciological! hazards! assessment!
(e.g.!Carrivick,!2007;!Staines!&!Carrivick,!2015),! ! for!understanding!subglacial! lake!
formation!(e.g.!Frey*et*al.,!2010)!and!palaeoglacier!reconstruction!(Benn!&!Hulton,!
2010).!
This! thesis! employed! a! composite! approach! for! ice! volume!estimation,! using! the!
VOLTA!model! for! all! glaciers! over! 1! km2! in! area! and! volume! area! scaling! for! the!
remaining!smaller!glaciers.!These!small!glaciers!contributed!to!19.5!%!of!the!total!
volume,! highlighting! their! importance! in! the! Southern! Alps.! Analysis! of! various!
scaling!relationships!in!the!literature!revealed!a!large!variation!in!estimated!volume!
(Table!2.7),!ranging!between!6.4!km3!and!14.66!km3.!This!shows!the!importance!of!
picking! an! appropriate! scaling! scheme! and! the! uncertainty! involved! with! the!
technique.!The!rationale!for!choosing!the!relationship!of!Bahr*et*al.!(1997)!for!New!
Zealand! is! discussed! in! section! 2.6.1.1! with! the! resulting! estimate! of! 9.9! km3!
comparing!favourably!to!that!of!9.41!km3!from!an!iceKmechanics!approach!of!(Huss!






The! glaciers! of! New! Zealand! fill! a! huge! gap! in! the! global! distribution,! with! an!
understanding!of!their!volume!and!distributed!thickness!of!use!for!understanding!
worldwide! glacierKclimate! interactions.! Locally,! contemporary! ice! thickness!
distribution! and! volume! is! of! great! importance! for! the! hydrology,! ecology! and!
economy!of!New!Zealand!(Fitzharris*et*al.,!1999),!resulting!in!a!considerable!research!
interest.!!Despite!this,!there!are!very!few!direct!observations!of!ice!thickness!and!a!















and! the!Antarctic! Peninsula! (Carrivick* et* al.,! IN!REVIEWKa).! Compared!with! other!
existing! methods,! key! advantages! of! VOLTA! are:! a! fully! automated! workflow,!
improved! centreline! generation! that! can! accommodate! glaciers! with! multiple!
branches,! inclusion! of! a! side! drag! component! in! the! force! balance! equation,!GIS!
consistent! geometry,! individual! glacier! basal! shear! stress! estimation,! fully!
distributed!ice!thickness!and!bed!topography!outputs!and!a!user!friendly!graphical!
user! interface! (GUI).! In! comparison! of! VOLTAKderived! ice! thickness! and! volume!



































of! the!geomorphological! evidence! for! ice!extent!during! the! LGM! in! the!Southern!









in! the!1860’s,! shortly!after! the!discovery!of!evidence!of! former!glaciations! in! the!
Northern! Hemisphere! (Agassiz,! 1840).! Since! then,! the! downKvalley! extent! of!
palaeoglaciers!has!been!the!subject!of!intense!research,!with!various!interpretations!
and!mapping!of!glacial!geomorphology!and!sediments!(e.g.!Speight,!1934;!McKellar,!
1960).! However,! the! recognition! of! multiple! glacial! phases! in! New! Zealand! is! a!








evidence! for! older! glaciations! is! increasingly! fragmentary,! although! at! least! eight!
glaciations! have! been! formerly! recognised! and! named! (Barrell,! 2011).! Table! 3.1!
summarises! the! sequence! of! glacialKinterglacial! cycles! in! New! Zealand,! with! the!
approximate!age!and!corresponding!Marine!Isotope!Stage!(MIS)!shown.!In!addition!
to! these! regional! glaciation! names,! local! stratigraphical! names! have! also! been!
developed! for! individual! regions! or! catchments! (Table! 3.2).! This! approach! was!
originally!adopted!as!a!method!for!overcoming!the!difficulties!of!quantifying!ages!of!
glacial!deposits,!enabling!a!succession!of! relative!ages! to!be!constructed! for!each!
valley.!These! local!stratigraphies!are!correlated!between!catchments!with!varying!



















































5! , Kaihinu! ~74!K!~130!
6! Waimea! ! ~130!K!~190!
7! ! Karoro! ~190!K!~244!
8! Waimaunga! ! ~244!K!~303!
9! ! (No#name)! ~303!K!~!339!
10! Nemona! ! ~339!K!~362!
11! ! (No#name)! ~362!K!~423!































## ## ## ## ## ## ## && &&
~1,000#
!! ! && &    ## # ## #
Springston&
&& && && &
1&
Holocene!
! Nine&Mile& & ## # ## # ## # ## # Ben#Ohau# # &&
Holocene&
&& & ##
# && & ## # ## # Younger&Marquee& & ## # ## # && && & ##
# && & O'Malley& & Lyell& & && & ## # ## # && && & ##
# && & ## # ## ## Older&Marquee& & ## # ## # && && & ##
!! && ## ## #
Meins&Knob&
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2&
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Late-Glacial! ! Waiho& & Arthur's&Pass& & ## # Wildman! ! ## # Birch&Hill& & ## ## Late&Glacial& && & ##
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Late&Otiran&
&& & ##
# && & ## # Acheron! ! ## # && & ## # ## ## && & ##
# Moana&(M6)& & Poulter! ! !! ! Lake&Heron& & Spider&Lakes& & Tekapo& & (St#Bernard)#Burnham# ## && & ~19000#
# && & ## # Bayfield! ! && & && & ## # ## ## && & ##




F&M5)& & Blackwater! ! Tui!Creek! ! Emily& & Trinity&Hill& & Mt&John& & (Windwhistle)# ## && & && ##
!! ! && & ## # ## # && & && & && & ## ## && & && ##
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As#with# the# contemporary# pattern#of# glaciation,# all# known# former# glaciers# of# the#
Southern#Alps#originated# in#the#central#snowfields#of#the#main#ranges#and#flowed#
down;valley#towards#the#lowlands#of#the#Canterbury#Plains#to#the#east#of#the#main#
divide# and# towards# the# present# day# coastline# on# the#west# (Suggate,# 2004).# New#
Zealand’s#earliest#known#ice#advance#is#termed#the#Ross#glaciation#and#is#thought#to#
have#occurred#in#the#Early#Pleistocene#(<#2.6#Ma).#This#was#followed#by#the#younger#
Porika# glaciation# (approximately# 2# Ma),# although# the# ice# limits# and# extent# are#
currently#undefined#for#both#(Barrell,#2011).##A#gap#of#over#1#million#years#then#exists#
in# the# glacial# record,# assumed# to# be# due# to# uplift# and# erosion# removing#
geomorphological#evidence#(Suggate,#2004).##


























with# glacial# deposits# from# MIS# 4,# a# limited# number# of# ‘cool# climate’# deposits#
representing#MIS#3#and#a#complex#set#of#‘Late#Otiran’#deposits#representing#MIS#2#
(Suggate# &# Almond,# 2005),# with# the# last# major# advance# of# the# Otiran# glaciation#
commonly#referred#to#as#the#‘Last#Glacial#Maximum‘#(LGM)#(Barrell!et!al.,#2011).##
On#a#global#scale,#the#term#‘Last#Glacial#Maximum’#is#conventionally#defined#as#the#
most# recent# interval# where# global# ice# sheets# reached# their#maximum# integrated#
volume,#with#an#age#range#defined#as#23#to#19#ka#(Mix!et!al.,#2001).#Some#studies#in#
New# Zealand# have# found# evidence# to# support# synchronicity# between# Southern#
Hemisphere#glaciations#and#those#in#the#northern#hemisphere#(e.g.#Schaefer!et!al.,#
2006).#However,#there#is#growing#recognition#that#this#maximum#global#integrated#
volume# does# not# necessarily# coincide# with# local# glacier# maxima# (e.g.# Suggate# &#
Almond,# 2005),# #with# evidence# suggesting# that#New# Zealand# and# other# Southern#
Hemisphere# locations# reached# maximum# glacial# extents# by# around# 30# ka# and#
persisted#longer#than#in#the#Northern#Hemisphere#(Vandergoes!et!al.,#2005;#Suggate#
&# Almond,# 2005;# Rother! et! al.,# 2014),# with# the# last# glacial;interglacial# transition#
(LGIT)#commencing#at#approximately#18#ka#(Barnes,#2009;#Clark!et!al.,#2009;#Rother!
et! al.,# 2014).# This# apparent#mismatch# between# the# global# LGM# and# that# in# New#
Zealand# has# led# to# the# emergence# of# a# variety# of# new# terms# in# the# literature# to#
differentiate# the# period# in# New# Zealand# such# as# the# ‘Last# Glacial# Coldest# Period’#
(Alloway!et!al.,#2007)#and#the#‘Local#Last#Glacial#Maximum,#(LLGM)’#(Putnam!et!al.,#






























the# mid;sixteenth# and# mid;nineteenth# century,# when# lower# temperatures# were#









on# the# general# size# and# structure# of# the# vegetation.# A# more# in# depth# study# by#
Burrows#(1990)#revised#the#date#of#maximum#extent#to#AD#1450,#inferred#from#the#
size# of# southern# rata# trees# (Metrosideros! umbellate)# growing# on# moraines.# The#
chronology# was# further# refined# by#McKinzey! et! al.# (2004),# using# a# range# of# tree#
species# to# conclude# that# the# LIA# maximum# occurred# around# AD# 1500# with#
subsequent,# smaller# re;advances# around#AD#1600# and#AD#1800# (McKinzey! et! al.,#
2004).#Similar#complex#LIA#records#with#re;advances#have#been#detected#at#other#
glaciers,# with# Winkler# (2000)# estimating# an# LIA# maximum# at# Mueller# glacier# at#
























photographed# by# T.# Pringle# in# 1867,# and# unlike# other# glaciers# in# New# Zealand,#
continuous# measurements# have# been# made# on# a# regular# basis# since# then# (e.g.#
Speight,# 1914).#Historical# length# records#of# the# Franz# Josef# and# Fox# glaciers# have#
been#collated#and#analysed#by#Purdie!et!al.#(2014),#demonstrating#that#both#glaciers#




























The# development# of# proglacial# lakes# has# effectively# ‘decoupled’# the# associated#
glaciers# from# changes# in# climate,# with# the# switch# to# calving# termini# overriding#
climatic# inputs# (Warren# &# Kirkbride,# 2003).# As# such,# the# onset# of# calving# has#
dramatically#influenced#retreat#rates#of#affected#glaciers,#increasing#from#an#average#
of#12#m#yr;1#pre#lake#formation#to#50#m#yr;1#once#lake#development#and#calving#was#
initiated# (Purdie# &# Fitzharris,# 1999).# This# phenomenon# complicates# the# links#

















The# larger# glaciers# of# the# Southern# Alps# are# renowned# for# their# debris# covered#
surfaces,#covering#approximately#25#%#of#the#total#glaciated#area#of#the#Southern#






the# unfounded# notion# of# an# east;west# differential# attributed# to# simplistic#















steeply# emerging# and# decelerating# ice# to# transport# basal# debris# to# the#
surface.#
Where#debris#cover#does#exist,#it#can#profoundly#influence#surface#energy#balance#
and# ablation# rates.# Field# experiments# show# that# there# is# a# consistent,# non;linear#
relationship# between# debris# cover# thickness# and#melt# rates# (e.g.# Kayastha! et! al.,#
2000)#due#to#two#opposing#effects.#When#debris#cover#is#thin#(below#approximately#
2#cm)#ablation#rates#are#increased#due#to#debris#having#a#lower#albedo#than#ice,#thus#
absorbing# additional# shortwave# radiation# and# increasing# energy# available# for#
melting.#However,#once#thicker#deposits#develop,#debris#acts#as#a#thermal#barrier,#
insulating#the#ice#below#and#reducing#ablation#exponentially#(Benn#&#Evans,#2010).##























underneath# by# up# to# 90# %# (Chinn,# 1996).# Furthermore,# a# number# of# feedbacks#
involving#ablation#rate,# ice#velocity#and#debris#emergence#pathways#results# in#the#
up;glacier#spread#of#debris#and#the#region#of#maximum#ablation#(Kirkbride#&#Warren,#
1999).#This#process# leads# to# the#preservation#of#a# low#gradient# ice# tongue#at# low#
elevation,# with# little# terminus# retreat# from# the# outwash# head,# as# evident# in# the#
recent#evolution#of#the#Tasman#glacier#(Kirkbride,#2000).#










phase# of# earlier# glaciations,# and# needs# to# be# considered# when# interpreting# the#
geomorphological#record.##
3.2.8! Absolute'age'dating'of'glacier'extents'




glacier# fluctuations,#although#the#time#frame# in#question#and# local#environmental#
69#
#
conditions# need# to# be# carefully# considered# for# selecting# an# appropriate# method#
(Hubbard#&#Glasser,#2005).#For#example,#whilst#lichenometric#dating#(e.g.#Winkler,#
2004)# and#dendrochronology# (e.g.#McKinzey! et! al.,# 2004)# are#popular# choices# for#
dating#of#the#Little#Ice#Age#in#the#Southern#Alps#they#are#not#suitable#for#the#earlier#
LGM#phase.#As# such,#pioneering# LGM#age;control# relied#primarily#on# radiocarbon#
dating,#based#on# the#predictable# radioactive#decay# rate#of# 14C# in#organic#material#
(Grant;Taylor#&#Rafter,#1971).#However,# the#harsh#environments#and# subsequent#
lack#of#organic#material#associated#with#glaciated#regions#means#that#14C#dating#is#























a# complex# particle# shower.# These# secondary# particles# hit# the# Earth’s# surface,#
penetrating# the# upper# few# metres# of# the# lithosphere# (Gosse# &# Phillips,# 2001).#
Theoretically,#any#stable#geological#surface#which#is#continuously#exposed#to#these#
particles# can# be# dated# by#measuring# the# abundance# of# cosmogenic# nuclide,# thus#
enabling# the# timing# of# the# land# forming# process# (i.e.# moraine# formation)# to# be#
constrained#(Dunai,#2010).#Whilst#many#forms#of#nuclides#are#produced#by#cosmic#
rays,# only# those# meeting# several# conditions# are# useful# for# geomorphological#












26Al# and# 36Cl# (Gosse#&# Phillips,# 2001).#Of# these,# 10Be# is# the#most#widely# used# for#




An# accurate# knowledge# of# the# production# rate# of# cosmogenic# nuclides# and# their#
spatial#variability#(altitude#and#latitude)#is#perhaps#the#most#important#consideration#














are# now# considered# to# underestimate# landform# ages# by# 1.4# ka# to# 2.8# ka# when#
considering#the#LGM#(Rother!et!al.,#2014).#As#such,#exposure#ages#used#in#this#thesis#





nuclide# chronologies# in# the# world.# One# of# the# best# examples# is# the# Lake# Pukaki#
moraine#sequence#which#has#over#200#individual#samples#when#various#studies#are#










The# glacial# stratigraphies# discussed# in# section# 3.2.1# are# derived# mainly# from#
geomorphological# mapping# and# landform# interpretation,# with# absolute# ages#
assigned#using#the#techniques#outlined#in#section#3.2.8.#It#is#important#to#note#that#






Loop’# landform# (Figure# 3.6)# is# of# particular# interest# for# palaeoglacier# and#
paleoclimate#reconstructions.#This#prominent,#steep#sided#moraine#rises#more#than#
100# m# above# the# plains# of# the# glacier# foreland# has# attracted# much# scientific#
attention,#with#on;going#debate#in#high#profile#journals#over#the#last#25#years.#The#
geomorphological# interpretation,# absolute# dating# and# significance# of# the# Waiho#








synchronicity# of# climate# change# between# the# northern# and# southern# (Denton# &#
Hendy,# 1994),# although# Singer! et! al.# (1998)# suggested# the# advance#was# rather# a#
consequence# of# increased# precipitation# or# local# variation# not# representative# of#
regional#thermal#decline.#A#temperature;precipitation#reconstruction#by#Anderson#
and#Mackintosh#(2006b)#found#that#the#climatic#conditions#required#for#the#advance#



































for# a# number# of# surface# reconstruction#models# (Schilling#&#Hollin,# 1981;# Benn#&#
Hulton,# 2010)# and# for# the# calculation# of# other# parameters# of# glaciological# and#
climatological#importance#such#as#the#Equilibrium#Line#Altitude#(ELA)#(Pellitero!et!al.,#
2015).# Furthermore,# with# the# New# Zealand# land# mass# largely# in# its# present#
configuration#by#the#mid;Pleistocene#(Barrell,#2011),#primary#boundary#conditions#
for# the# LGM#are#well# known# (Mix! et! al.,# 2001),# allowing# greater# confidence#with#
modelling#studies#compared#to#older#glaciations.###
Being#the#most#recent#episode#of#‘ice#age’#climate,#the#LGM#produced#very#distinctive#















debate# in# the# literature.# This# has# led# to# the# behaviour# of# southern# mid;latitude#







of# the# variations#may# be# explained# by# the# specific# locations# (e.g.#North# Island# vs#




















+1# to# ;2.2# (Winter,# LGM#
interstadial)#
















(Sikes!et!al.,#2002)# ;4## North#of#Chatham#Rise# Foram;#and#alkenone#based#sea#
surface#temperature#
South#of#Chatham#Rise#
(Sandiford!et!al.,#2003)# <;4# Auckland,#North#Island# Pollen#assemblages#
(Seltzer!et!al.,#2015)# ;4.6#±#0.5## New#Zealand#average# Dissolved# noble# gases# in#
groundwater#
(Drost!et!al.,#2007)# ;4.6# New#Zealand#average# Regional#climate#modelling#
;6.5#to#;6.9# Southern#Alps#
(Weaver!et!al.,#1998)# ;4#to#;6# North#of#Chatham#Rise# Foram;based# sea# surface#
temperature#(SST)#
;8# South#of#Chatham#Rise#
(Wilmshurst!et!al.,#2007)# ;5.3# Maratoto,#North#Island# Pollen#assemblages#
(Shulmeister! et! al.,#
2001)#
;6.3#to#;7.8# Lake# Poukawa,# North#
Island#
Pollen#assemblages#
(Golledge!et!al.,#2012)# ;6#to#;6.5# Southern#Alps# Glacier;climate#modelling#













Palaeo;precipitation# in# the# Southern# Alps# during# the# LGM# is# poorly# recorded# by#
terrestrial#proxies#(Golledge!et!al.,#2012)#resulting#in#very#few#quantitative#studies#
regarding#precipitation#regime#for# the#Southern#Alps#during#the#LGM.#Drost!et!al.#





precipitation# levels# during# the# LGM# were# generally# less,# although# there# was#
‘remarkable’# regional# variation# (Table# 3.4).# Alongside# spatial# variation,# temporal#
variations#in#precipitation#are#likely#to#have#occurred#during#the#LGM#period,#with#




Region' LGM'precipitation'(mm'yrW1)' Present*'precipitation'(mm'yrW1)' Change'(%)'





South#Island#(East)# 866# 844# +2.5#
New'Zealand'' 2182' 2363' W7.6'
##
Palaeo;vegetation# studies# suggest# a# major# reorganisation# of# vegetation# patterns#
during#the#LGM#in#New#Zealand,#with#a#general#consensus#of#drier#conditions#overall#
(McGlone!et!al.,#1993).#This# is#consistent#with#studies# finding#an# increase#of# loess#
(thought# to# originate# from# exposed# floodplains),# indicating# a# drier# and# windier#
climate# (Eden# &# Hammond,# 2003).# Conversely,# some# studies# have# postulated#
‘relatively#wet’#conditions#due#to#enhanced#westerlies#and#an#enhanced#orographic#
effect#as#a#consequence#of#reduced#sea#level#resulting#in#the#Southern#Alps#forming#
a# larger# barrier# (Shulmeister! et! al.,# 2004).#With# no# suggestion# that# precipitation#





















As# an# intermediate# view,# Chinn! et! al.# (2014)# postulates# a# north;south# transition#
between# an# ice# cap# style# of# glaciation# and# mountain# valley# glaciation,# with# the#
Darran#range#(adjacent#to#Milford#Sound)#marking#the#approximate#boundary.#This#





There# is# further# debate# regarding# catchment# scale# patterns# and# timing# of# LGM#
glaciation,#with#a#growing#body#of#evidence#to#suggest#that#the#LGM#and#associated#
retreat# was# not# synchronous# between# catchments# (Rother! et! al.,# 2014).# The#
formation# of# proglacial# lakes# is# one# way# in# which# glaciers# and# their# associated#
geomorphological# record# may# become# ‘decoupled’# from# climate,# making# such#
individual# glaciers# unreliable# for# inferring# regional# trends.# For# example,# surface#








Whilst# Putnam! et! al.# (2013a)# used# this# chronology# for# regional# palaeoclimatic#
reconstruction,#Rother!et!al.#(2014)#suggested#that#the#recession#rate#in#the#Rakaia#
valley# was# localised# to# the# catchment# and# decoupled# from# climate# due# to# the#











regional# scale# compilations#of# glacier# extents# at# the# LGM.#Expanding#on#his# early#
work#(Suggate,#1965),#ice#advance#limits#were#progressively#compiled#by#R.P.#Suggate#
at# a# scale# of# 1:250,000# (Suggate,# 1990;# Suggate,# 2004).# # This# was# subsequently#

















other# geomorphological# features# delineating# the# extent# of# glaciations# at# a# high#
resolution.#These#maps#are#used#extensively#for#analysis#and#presentation# later# in#







distribution#will# be# discussed# in# detail# in# Chapter# 4,#with# analysis# in# this# chapter#





cooling# of# 6.5# oC# and# 25#%# reduction# in# precipitation#was# required# to# reproduce#
mapped# glacier# extents.# Being# parameterised# to# match# the# geomorphological#
evidence,# the# extents# delimited# cannot# be# viewed# as# an# alternative# to# those# of#
Barrell#(2011).#However,#with#some#areas#of#the#Barrell#(2011)#mapping#reflecting#





al.# (2012)# are# in# general# agreement#with# the# geomorphological# limits# defined# by#
Barrell#(2011).#However,#there#are#some#locations#where#the#model#does#not#align#








In# conjunction#with# the# regional# scale# extents# encompassing# the# entire# Southern#
Alps#presented#in#Figure#3.8,#there#have#been#a#number#of#individual#catchment#scale#
studies#which# have# delineated# ice# extents# through# a# variety# of#methods.# Recent#
advances#in#age#control#techniques#(section#3.2.8)#has#improved#our#understanding#
of# palaeoglacier# fluctuations,# with# an# ever# improving# database# of# LGM# age#
constrained#sites.#The#following#section#provides#a#detailed#overview#of#knowledge#
of# former# glacier# extents# in# key# locations,# focussing# on# LGM# limits# and# recent#
advances#in#age#control#which#have#in#some#cases#verified#the#extents#delineated#by#
geomorphological# mapping# and# contradicted# them# in# others.# Where# sufficient#
evidence# exists# to# dispute# the# extents# delineated# in# regional# mapping# projects#






The# Tasman# Mountains# (Figure# 3.8a)# are# ice# free# today,# but# represented# the#
northern#tip#of#LGM#glaciation#in#the#Southern#Alps.#There#is#some#disagreement#in#
the# literature# surrounding# the# style# and# extent# of# glaciation# in# the# region,# with#
reconstructions#of#the#Boulder#and#Snow#glaciers#by#McCarthy!et!al.#(2008)#inferring#
glaciers# were# restricted# to# their# individual# catchments# (Figure# 3.8a).# Conversely,#
Barrell# (2011)# suggested#an# ice# field# style#of#glaciation# in# the# region#covering# the#
major#peaks,#with# the#modelled#extents#of#Golledge! et!al.# (2012)#predicting#even#
more#substantial# ice#coverage# (Figure#3.8b).# #The#notion#of#expansive# ice#cover# is#
consistent# with# surface# exposure# dating# by# Shulmeister! et! al.# (2005)# who#






































The# LGM# outline# for# this# thesis# has# subsequently# been# updated# to# take# into#
consideration#the#SED#ages#presented#by#Rother#and#Shulmeister#(2006)#as#shown#in#










Southern#Alps,#with# clear#geomorphological#evidence#making# it# a#prime# focus# for#
palaeoglacier# studies# (e.g.# Rother! et! al.,# 2015).# Five#major# glacial# advances#were#
initially# identified# in# the# valley,# termed# (from# oldest# to# youngest)# the# Avoca,#
Woodstock,#Otarama,#Blackwater#and#Poulter# (Table#3.2).# It#was# initially#assumed#
that#the#Poulter#advance#represented#a#late#MIS#2#event#and#the#Blackwater#advance#




















LGM#glaciation#was#complex,#with#a# reversal#of# flow#at# the#Lake#Stream#tributary#
indicated#by#southward#dipping#lateral#moraines#at#prospect#hill#(Pugh,#2008).#This#
drainage# capture# reduced# the# effective# drainage# area# of# the# catchment# by#
approximately#7#%#(Rowan!et!al.,#2013).##The#landscape#is#dominated#by#glacial;fluvial#
landforms,# containing# some#of# the#best# preserved# relict# glacial# geomorphological#
features#in#New#Zealand#(Soons,#1963).#This#region#is#also#of#interest#as#it#is#one#of#







therefore# help# to# understand# if# the# model# by# Golledge! et! al.# (2012)# is# a# true#
underestimate#or#if#the#mapping#by#Barrell#(2011)#is#an#overestimate.#
The#glacial# history#of# the# valley#has# long#been# studied,#with#early#descriptions#of#
deposits#by#Speight#(1934).#The#first#attempt#to#define#the#limits#of#glaciation#was#by#
Soons# (1963),# identifying# four# separate# moraine# sequences.# The# outermost#













(Soons# &# Gullentops,# 1973).# This# view# has# been# disproved# by# Shulmeister! et! al.#
(2010),# with# surface# exposure# dating# revealing# that# the# Tui# Creek,# Bayfield# and#
Acheron# complexes# document# a# retreat# from# LGM# conditions.# Samples# from# Tui#
Creek,# previously# ascribed# to# MIS# 4# (Soons# &# Gullentops,# 1973;# Suggate,# 1990)#


















The# catchment# feeding# Lake# Pukaki# (Figure# 3.8e)# drains# the# highest# peaks# of# the#






1967).# #Moraine# belts# and# outwash# plains# show# evidence# of# at# least# four# glacial#




preserved# landforms# are# found# closer# to# the# contemporary# lake# shore# (Barrell#&#
Read,#2014).##
A#number#of# recent# studies#have# applied# surface#exposure#dating# to# the# Tasman#
valley#region#(e.g.#Doughty!et!al.,#2015;#Kelley!et!al.,#2014;#Schaefer!et!al.,#2015),#
providing# excellent# constraints# on# the# downstream# and# vertical# extent# of# LGM#
glaciation.# These# studies# have# confirmed# that# the# inner# moraines# represent# the#
global#LGM#and#that#during#formation#of#the#Balmoral#moraines,#the#Pukaki#glacier#
was# more# extensive# than# during# the# LGM# (Schaefer! et! al.,# 2015).# Figure# 3.13a#









Figure# 3.13b# demonstrates# that# the# extents# delineated# by# Barrell# (2011)# are#
consistent#with#the#interpolated#limits,#and#have#therefore#been#used#in#this#study.#
The#modelled#extents#by#Golledge!et!al.#(2012)#are#more#extensive#than#those#from#
geomorphological# evidence,# extending# beyond# the# interpolated# 30# ka# limit,#
suggesting#their#model#is#overestimating#the#LGM#limits#in#this#region.##
3.4.1.6! HopkinsWDobson'valley'(Lake'Ohau)'
During# the# LGM,# coalescence# of# ice# from# the# Dobson# and# Hopkins# catchments#
formed#the#Ohau#glacier,#terminating#at#the#present#location#of#Lake#Ohau#(Figure#

























thirty#advance;retreat#cycles# is# identifiable# in#the#region#(Sutherland!et!al.,#2007),#




Sutherland! et! al.# (2007)# carried# out# surface# exposure# dating# along# the# moraine#
sequence,#assigning#an#LGM#age#of#21.85#ka#(after#recalibration#to#the#production#
rate# of# Putnam! et! al.# (2010)# to# the# ridge#marked# on# Figure# 3.15b,# for#which# the#
corresponding# transect# is# shown# on# Figure# 3.16# and# Figure# 3.17a.# With# no#












valley# of# the# clearly# defined# geomorphological# evidence,# indicating# LGM# extents#












































received#attention# in#the# literature,#with#McKellar# (1960)# identifying#five#separate#
moraine#systems,#locally#named#the#‘Hawea’,#‘Albert#Town’,#‘Luggate’,#‘Lindis’#and#
‘Clyde’# advances.# Infrared# stimulated# luminescence# (IRSL)# dating# by# Wyshnytzky#
(2013)#constrained#the#retreat#from#the#Mt#Iron#position#to#approximately#32#ka#to#








together,# these#dates#broadly#constrain# formation#of# the#Mt.# Iron#moraine#to#the#
LGM.# This# is# in# contradiction# to# the#mapping# by# Barrell# (2011)#which# depicts# ice#
convergence#at#the#head#of#Lake#Wanaka#and#Lake#Hawea#(Figure#3.19b)#whilst#the#
modelled#extents#of#Golledge! et! al.# (2012)#predict# substantially# less# ice,#with# the#
areas#directly#upstream#of#the#Mt.#Iron#moraine#completely#ice#free.#With#such#large#
disagreement# between# the# regional# extents# delineated# by# (Barrell,# 2011)# and#
(Golledge!et!al.,#2012),#this#thesis#conforms#to#the#clear#geomorphological#evidence#
with# supporting# age# control# (Wyshnytzky,# 2013;#McKellar,# 1960),# delineating# the#
LGM#extent# to# that# of# the#Mt.# Iron#moraine#position,#with#no# coalescence#of# ice#
between#Lake#Hawea#and#Lake#Wanaka#(Figure#3.19b).##
#






South# of# approximately# 43o30’S,# the# continental# shelf# is# narrow# and# some# LGM#
glaciers#are# thought# to#have#had#tidewater;calving# termini,# reaching#the#ocean#at#
periods#of#sea#level#minima/full#glacial#extent##(Barrell,#2011).#In#general,#catchments#
to#the#west#of#the#main#divide#contain#a#relatively#poor#geomorphological#record,#
with# Milford# Sound# (Figure# 3.8i)# providing# an# exception,# where# evidence# of# the#
former#LGM#glacier#terminus#position#has#been#preserved#in#the#form#of#an#extensive#
terminal# moraine# sequence# in# the# submarine# environment# (Dykstra,# 2012).# This#
geomorphological#evidence#is#supplemented#by#surface#exposure#dating#at#a#number#
of#sites#along#the#fjord#(Figure#3.20a),#describing#deglaciation#from#LGM#conditions.#










Hauroko# glaciers,# representing# the# southern# tip# of# LGM# glaciation# on# the# South#
Island#mainland.#Ward#(1988)#first#mapped#their#extent#based#on#geomorphological#
evidence#(Figure#3.21a),# inferring#that#the#glaciers#terminated#at#the# inner#of# two#
terminal#moraine# sequences# 250#m#apart,#with# the#outer# sequence#presumed# to#
relate#to#an#earlier#Otiran#advance.##The#regional#extent#mapping#by#Barrell#(2011)#
depicts#the#ice#margin#largely#inside#of#the#moraines#identified#by#Ward#(1988)#and#














the# LGM# it# was# connected# to# the# mainland# as# a# reduced# sea# level# exposed# the#
Foveaux#Strait,#currently#35#m#deep#(Brook,#2009).#The#presence#of#an# ice#cap#on#
Stewart# Island#during# the#LGM# is# thought# to#be#unlikely#due# to# the# relatively# low#
relief,#with#glaciation#restricted#to#‘very#favourable’#locations#with#small#cirques#on#
the#highest#peaks#only#(Brook,#2009).#With#very#limited#geomorphological#evidence#













have#occurred#between# the# capture#of# elevation#data# (DEM)# and# the# time#of# ice#






representation# of# LGM# conditions.# Subsequently,# a# number# of# ‘DEM# correction’#
techniques#are#presented#to#modify#the#DEM#as#appropriate#to#better#represent#LGM#
bed#conditions#and#thus#to#provide#the#primary#data#input#to#the#REVOLTA#model#











DEM# because# the# volume# of# contemporary# ice# will# effectively# be# ignored# if# the#
standard# DEM# is# used.# Furthermore,# when# using# a# DEM# as# the# input# for#
reconstruction#models# e.g.# REVOLTA# (Chapter# 4),# (Benn#&#Hulton,# 2010),# a# DEM#






the# VOLTA# model# detailed# by# James# and# Carrivick# (2016),# with# field# thickness#
measurements#exceeding#500#m#in#places# # (Hart,#2014).#Despite#their#prevalence,#
contemporary# glaciers# have# previously# been# either# ignored# (e.g.# Putnam! et! al.,#







generated# by# VOLTA# for# the# central# section# of# the# Southern# Alps,# which# is#
subsequently#subtracted#from#the#existing#DEM.##
3.5.2! Sea'level'rise:'appending'an'offshore'DEM'
Sea# level# during# the# LGM#was# approximately# 125#m# lower# than# present# (Barrell,#








source# is# required# for# these# presently;offshore# areas.# For# this# purpose,# 250# m#
resolution# offshore# bathymetry# data# was# obtained# in# the# form# of# the# NIWA#
bathymetric#dataset# (Mitchell! et!al.,#2012)#and# these#data#were#appended# to# the#






be# sufficiently# accurate# for# the# modelling# purposes# of# this# project.# To# create# a#













Lake'Name' Reference' Volume'km3' Max'depth'm' Area'km2'
Aviemore# (Irwin,#1987)# 0.45' 41# 28.1#
Te#Anau# (Irwin,#1971)# 48.25' 417# 344.2#
Hooker# (Robertson,#2012)# 0.06' 140# 1.22#
Maud# (Warren#&#Kirkbride,#1998)# 0.08' 90# 1.40#
Godley# (Warren#&#Kirkbride,#1998)# 0.08' 90# 1.99#
Mueller# (Robertson,#2012)# 0.02' 83# 0.87#
Pukaki# (Irwin,#1970b)# 8.9' 98# 172.8#
Rotoroa# (Irwin,#1982b)# 2.17' 145# 23.6#
Tasman# (Dykes!et!al.,#2010)# 0.54' 240# 5.96#
Tekapo# (Irwin,#1981c)# 6.94' 120# 96.5#
Monowai# (Irwin,#1981c)# 2.56' 161# 32.0#
McKerrow# (Irwin,#1983)# 1.69' 121# 22.9#
Manapouri# (Irwin,#1969)# 22.47' 444# 138.6#
Kaniere# (Irwin,#1982a)# 1.38' 198# 14.7#
Hawea# (Irwin,#1975)# 24.49' 384# 151.7#
Hauroko# (Irwin,#1980)# 10.97' 462# 71.0#
Ohau# (Irwin,#1970a)# 4.56' 129# 59.3#
Sumner# (Irwin,#1979)# 1.1' 134# 13.7#
Coleridge# (Flain,#1970)# 3.65' 200# 36.9#
Benmore# (Irwin,#1981a)# 1.84' 91# 75.4#
Brunner# (Irwin,#1981b)# 2.24' 109# 40.6#
Wanaka# (Irwin,#1976)# 31.92' 311# 198.9#







been# surveyed.# Original# lake# bathymetry#was# provided# by# NIWA# and# from# other#
scientific#publications#mainly#in#the#form#of#scanned#paper#maps.#In#this#research,#
each# map# was# georeferenced,# with# water# depth# contours# ranging# in# interval#
between#5#m#and#100#m#digitized.#Bathymetry#was#adjusted#to#the#lake#level#of#the#
DEM# before# a# gridded# surface# was# interpolated# using# the# ANUDEM# routine#
(Hutchinson,#1989)#with#the#resultant#bathymetry#shown#in#Figure#3.22.#These#data#
















faults# and# exceptionally# high# rates# of# both# uplift# and# denudation.# A# startling#
reminder#of#the#dynamic#nature#of#the#Southern#Alps#occurred#on#14th#December#















Alps# (e.g.#Golledge! et! al.,# 2012;#McKinnon! et! al.,# 2012),# they# at# least# need# to#be#
critically# evaluated# with# respect# to# the# scope# of# the# research# to# which# they# are#
applied.##
The# Southern# Alps# of# New# Zealand# did# not# experience# ice# sheet# glaciation# as#
extensive#as#in#the#Northern#Hemisphere,#and#thus#isostatic#rebound#in#New#Zealand#
has#been#minimal#(Pickrill!et!al.,#1992),#with#Mathews#(1967)#suggesting#a#maximum#
of# 30# m# post;LGM# rebound.# However,# tectonic# uplift# rates# in# New# Zealand# and#
especially#in#the#Southern#Alps#are#amongst#the#highest#in#the#world,#with#the#Pacific#
plate#being#compressed#into#the#Australian#plate#(Coates,#2002).#Whilst# long#term#
Cenozoic# uplift# rates# of# 0.1# –# 0.3# mm# yr;1# were# estimated# by# fission# track#












Since# AD# 2000# semi;continuous# and# continuous# GPS# measurements# have# been#






fault)# recording# no# significant# vertical# rise# (Beavan! et! al.,# 2007).# As# these# GPS#
measurements#record#current#rates,#it#is#acknowledged#that#they#are#not#necessarily#
applicable#to#longer#(glacial)#timescales.#Nonetheless,#with#contemporary#uplift#rates#
reducing#exponentially#with#distance# from# the# alpine# fault# and#no# significant# rise#
recorded#at#68#km#from#the#fault,#and#in#lieu#of#any#other#geological#data#pertaining#
to#long;term#and#spatially;distributed#uplift#rates,#it#is#assumed#in#this#research#that#






Alongside# tectonic# uplift,# denudation# is# a#major# control# on# the# form# of# the#New#
Zealand#Southern#Alps,#with#the#tectonically#and#climatically#dynamic#environment#
producing#rates#up#to#ten#times#the#global#average.#Whilst#there#are#relatively#few#
estimates# in# the# literature# and#no# known# regional# scale#maps,# Tippett# and#Kamp#




whilst# basin# averaged# rates# for# the# Nelson/Tasman# region# are# estimated# to# be#
between#112#and#298#t#km;2#yr;1#(Burdis,#2014).##
Importantly,#denudation#effectively#counteracts#uplift,#with# long#term#rates# in#the#














the#DEM# for# such# changes,# and# this# is# a# view# shared#by#other# authors#of# studies#
reconstructing#LGM#ice#across#the#Southern#Alps#(e.g.#Golledge!et!al.,#2012).#These#
issues#of#tectonic#deformation#and#denudation#will#become#increasingly#prevalent#







resulting# in# thick#deposits#of#up# to#500#m# in#places# (McKinnon! et! al.,# 2012).# This#















et! al.,# 2009)# or# using# automated# approaches# (e.g.# Straumann# &# Purves,# 2008;#







on# their# relative# elevation# difference# as# shown# in# Figure# 3.26.# If# the# appropriate#
condition# is#met,# the# cell# being# analysed# is# assigned# as# a# ‘sediment’# cell# and# the#
process# repeated# until# no# more# sediment# cells# are# found.# For# computational#




Cardinal#neighbours#(C):#!"#(%&) () ≥ )∆E) ≥ 0)#
Diagonal#neighbors#(D):#!"#(%&) (√2) ≥ )∆E) ≥ 0)#









of# valley# infill# may# be# estimated# using# a# volume;area# scaling# approach.# This#
technique#relies#upon#an#empirical#relationship#between#sediment#storage#area#and#
volume,#with#this#thesis#using#the#relationship#developed#by#Hinderer#(2001)#which#












the# relationship# described# in# Equation# 10# the# volume# of# the# storage# unit# was#
estimated#to#be#9.37#km3.#
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of# the#valley# (Harbor#&#Wheeler,#1992)#or#by#using#a#sloping#base# level#approach#
(Jaboyedoff#&#Derron,#2005).#However,#whilst#useful#in#some#circumstances,#these#
techniques# remove# the# entire# valley# fill# (to# bedrock),#which# the# following# recent#
evidence#suggests#is#unlikely#to#be#suitable#for#LGM#conditions#in#New#Zealand.###
It# was# initially# postulated# that# the# majority,# or# entirety# of# valley# fill# in# the# New#
Zealand# Southern# Alps# was# deposited# post# LGM# (Suggate,# 1965;# Adams,# 1980),#
simply#due#to#the#‘absence#of#any#conflicting#evidence’# #(Adams,#1980#p.#77).#This#
notion#has#been#challenged#by#recent#studies,#with#Rother!et!al.#(2010)#suggesting#
that# recent# glaciations# (including# the# LGM)# were# not# powerful# enough# to# cause#










(2014),# suggesting# that# the# base# of# LGM# ice#was#well# above# the# bedrock,#with# a#
comparatively#minor#volume#of#sediment#deposited#thereafter.#Results#of#this#study#
are#presented#in#Figure#3.28#with#transect#W1;W2#showing#total#sediment#thickness#
(to# bedrock)# was# found# to# vary# between# 260# m# and# 150# m# whilst# the# inferred#
thickness#of#post#LGM#sediments#was#just#94#m#to#47#m.##
#
Alongside# the# field# based#observations# discussed# above,#modelling# studies# in# the#
New# Zealand# Southern# Alps# also# support# the# concept# of# LGM# glaciers# overriding#



































































2001).# As# such,# whilst# automated# techniques# exist# to# estimate# and# remove# the#










introduced# in# section# 3.5.5# to# delineate# regions# of# sediment# infill# (Figure# 3.27),#











DEM# and# the# level# that# would# exist# if# all# postglacial# valley;fill# were# removed.#
However,# since# inferred#LGM#sediment#depths#are#only#available# for#a# few#select#
115#
#
locations# (Rother! et! al.,# 2007),# there#are#not#enough#data# to# generate#a# regional#
distribution# of# the# LGM# bed# surface# beneath# Holocene# valley# fill# sediments.#









It# is# clear# that# there# are# still# many# research# gaps# and# unanswered# questions#
surrounding#the#timing#and#nature#of#the#LGM#(and#other#glaciations)#in#the#Southern#
Alps,# although# recent# advances# in# age# control# techniques# have# re;invigorated#





New# Zealand# is# a# highly# dynamic# location# and# it# has# long# been# recognised# that#
landscape# modification# has# occurred# since# glacial# occupation.# This# chapter# has#
attempted# to# analyse,# quantify# and# evaluate# changes#which# have# occurred,#with#
novel#techniques#explored#to#‘reverse’#these#changes#from#the#DEM,#generating#a#
surface# more# representative# of# the# LGM# bed.# It# has# been# demonstrated# that#
contemporary# ice# can# be# successfully# ‘stripped’# from# the# DEM# using# the# VOLTA#
model# (Chapter# 2),# the# former# bed# of# offshore# locations# has# been# approximated#
using#bathymetric#data#whilst#present#day#lakes#have#been#effectively#removed#from#
the#DEM#by#digitizing#their#bathymetry#for#the#first#time.##




























of# glaciation# during# the# LGM# in# the# Southern# Alps# (section# 3.3.1).# Improved#
knowledge#of#distributed#ice#thickness#at#the#LGM#has#the#potential#to#address#both#
of#these# issues,#with#delineation#of#vertical# ice# limits#providing#an# insight# into#the#
form# of# glaciers# (e.g.# valley# constrained# vs# ice# cap)# whilst# reconstructed# glacier#











Until# recently,# palaeoglacier# reconstructions# in# New# Zealand# were# restricted# to#
individual# glaciers,# often# relying# on# the# interpolation# or# extrapolation# of#
geomorphological#evidence#from#field;based#observations.#One#of#the#earliest#such#
studies# is# presented# by# Mathews# (1967)# who# used# the# well;defined# landform#
evidence#on#the#valley#walls#of#the#Pukaki#and#Godley#catchments#to#estimate#late#
Pleistocene#glacier#ice#surface#profiles.#A#similar#method#was#used#by#Porter#(1975)#
to#reconstruct# the#Pukaki#glacier#at# the#Birch#Hill,#Tekapo,#Mt.# John#and#Balmoral#
stages.#These#reconstructions#were#subsequently#used#to#infer#former#ELAs,#which#
are# a# very# useful# parameter# for# paleoclimate# reconstruction# (Benn#&# Ballantyne,#






Whilst# these# studies# show# that# landform# based# research# is# a# useful# tool# for#
reconstructing# former# glaciers# and# paleoclimate,# they# have# been# restricted# to# a#
relatively#small#sample#of#catchments#where#sufficient# landform#data#exists.#With#
growing# recognition# that# individual# catchments# may# not# be# representative# of#
regional#glacial#trends#or#climatic#conditions#(Rother!et!al.,#2014),#caution#must#be#
applied# when# using# such# localised# studies# to# infer# regional# trends.# Furthermore,#
whilst# these# studies# may# be# able# to# help# to# constrain# the# former# geometry# of#
individual# glaciers,# regional# analysis# is# needed# to# assess# the# overall# style# of# LGM#
glaciation# in# the# Southern# Alps,# which# is# not# possible# using# field# based#
reconstructions#alone.##
4.1.1.2! Model'based'reconstructions'
The# resources# required# for# fieldwork# and# the# incomplete# landform# records# have#
resulted#in#the#development#of#a#variety#of#modelling#approaches#for#palaeoglacier#
and# subsequent# paleoclimate# reconstruction.# Within# the# New# Zealand# Southern#



























the#Southern#Alps.#On#an# individual# catchment# scale,# the#distributed# thickness#of#
LGM# ice# in# the#Ohau# valley# (section# 3.4.2.6)#was# reconstructed# by# Putnam#et# al.#
(2013b)# using# a# modified# version# of# the# University# of# Maine# Ice# Sheet# Model#
(UMISM),# parameterised# by# geomorphological# evidence,# estimating# a# total# ice#
volume#of#280#km3.#The#same#catchment#was#also#the#subject#of#a#coupled#energy#








The# questions# and# uncertainties# regarding# the# Southern# Alps# LGM# discussed# in#
section# 3.3.1# (palaeoclimatic# conditions,# glaciation# ‘style’# and# inter;catchment#
variability# in# timing)# require#a# regional# reconstruction#approach#of#distributed# ice#
thickness#that#encompasses#the#entirety#of#the#formerly#glaciated#Southern#Alps.#As#
such,# these# questions# cannot# be# appropriately# addressed# using# the# 2D# and#
catchment#specific#techniques#discussed#in#sections#4.1.1.1#and#4.1.1.2.##
Such#a#regional#simulation#presents#significant#challenges#as#the#steep#topography,#





















from# geomorphological# evidence# (see# section# 3.4)# shows# a# generally# good#
correspondence#(Figure#4.1a),#with#good#agreement#in#certain#individual#catchments#
(e.g.#Pukaki#Glacier,#Figure#4.1c).#However,#a#number#of#glaciers,#especially#on#the#




Comparison# of# the# vertical# ice# extent#modelled# by# Golledge! et! al.# (2012)# is# also#
possible# where# sufficient# independent# evidence# exists.# Figure# 4.2# shows# the#
simulated#profile#of#the#Pukaki#glacier#by#Golledge!et!al.#(2012)#and#the#location#of#
dated#LGM#landforms#(Kelley!et!al.,#2014;#Doughty!et!al.,#2015;#Schaefer!et!al.,#2015).#
Whilst# the# relative# shape# of# the# profile# is# consistent# with# the# geomorphological#
evidence,#the#simulation#is#higher#than#the#landform#evidence#by#approximately#150#
m.# Most# crucially,# despite# the# lateral# extents# appearing# to# match# the# evidence#
relatively#well#(Figure#4.1c),#the#steep#valley#sides#result#in#small#lateral#discrepancies#
being# translated# into# large# vertical# errors.# Although# it# may# be# expected# for# the#
centreline#profile#to#be#above#the#associated#landforms#on#the#valley#sides#due#to#







In#summary,# from#the#analysis#of# the# lateral#and#vertical# ice#extent#evidence,# it# is#
clear# that# whilst# the# simulation# by# Golledge! et! al.# (2012)# provides# a# good# initial#
reconstruction,#it#has#serious#deficiencies#in#some#valley#systems#(most#notably#to#
the# east# of# the# main# divide)# where# it# is# unable# to# recreate# lateral# limits# or# ice#
thickness#derived#from#field#based#observations#and#independent#dating#studies.###
With#the#synthesis#of#geomorphological#evidence#presented#in#Chapter#3#combined#





As# such,# the#major# objectives# of# this# chapter# are:# # a)# to# introduce# the# REVOLTA#
(REconstruction# of#VOlume# and# Topography#Automation)# tool# for# reconstructing#
palaeoglaciers# from# geomorphological# evidence,# b)# to# apply# REVOLTA# to# the#
Southern#Alps#of#New#Zealand#to#simulate#distributed#ice#thickness#at#the#LGM#and#
c)#to#use#the#subsequent#glacial#reconstruction#to#estimate#palaeo;equilibrium#line#



































is# implemented# as# an#ArcGIS# tool,# is# coded# in# the# Python# scripting# language# and#
utilises# the# Scipy# package# for# computational# efficiency,# allowing# it# to# run# on# a#
standard#laptop#or#desktop#PC.##
In# common# with# the# VOLTA# model# for# estimating# contemporary# ice# thickness#
distribution#(James#&#Carrivick,#2016)#outlines#in#Chapter#2,#REVOLTA#is#a#‘perfect#
plasticity’#model,# based# on# the# assumption# that# glacial# ice# deforms# only#when# a#












which# may# result# in# a# contemporary# DEM# no# longer# representing# former# bed#
conditions,# which# need# to# be# considered# for# such# modelling# studies# (Finlayson,#
2013).# Section# 3.5# discusses# the# issues# of# uplift,# denudation,# sedimentary# infill,#




of#glaciation,#which#can#often#be# inferred# from#geomorphological#evidence.#An# in#
depth#review#of#LGM#ice#extent#across#the#Southern#Alps#is#provided#in#section#3.4#
























































































REVOLTA# initially# estimates# ice# thickness# values# at# points# along# a# network# of#
centrelines.# In# common# with# other# glaciological# studies# (Schiefer! et! al.,# 2008;#
Machguth# &# Huss,# 2014),# centrelines# are# derived# using# a# GIS# approach,# using# a#
hydrological#routing#approach.#This#method#requires#any#sinks#(closed#depressions#
or# basins)# in# the# DEM# to# be# filled# and# uses# the# ‘Flow# Direction’# and# ‘Flow#




at# points# along# the# centrelines# using# a# perfect# plasticity# approach,# in# a# similar#
manner#to#the#ExcelTM#program#developed#by#Benn#and#Hulton#(2010).#The#original#
basis#for#this#method#was#introduced#by#Schilling#and#Hollin#(1981),#stating#that:#
ℎ?@A = )ℎ? + <=/;D ? ∆EFG#
Equation'11'





found# in# Benn# and# Hulton# (2010)# and# the# original# ExcelTM# program# can# be#
downloaded# from# doi:10.1016/j.cageo.2009.09.016.# Although# this# is# an# excellent#
user;friendly# implementation# for# the#2D# reconstruction#of# glacier# surface#profiles#
along#a#centreline,# it#provides#no# information#on#the#3D#distributed# ice#thickness.#
Furthermore,# it# requires# the# user# to# manually# extract# and# input# the# initial# bed#











between# individual#glaciers#due# to#various# factors# (e.g.#basal# sliding,# ice#viscosity,#
subglacial# deformation).# Whilst# REVOLTA# has# the# option# to# vary# <=# along# an#
individual# centreline# if# appropriate#data#are#available,# a# constant# value#along# the#




Defining# the# basal# shear# stress# value# so# that# the# reconstructed# profiles# match#
independent# (usually# landform# based)# ice# thickness# estimates# is# a# standard# and#
accepted#method#for#parameterising#perfect#plasticity#based#models##(e.g.#Schilling#





Although# the# standard# perfect# plasticity# model# assumes# motion# by# internal#
deformation# only,# basal# sliding#may# also# contribute# to#motion# if# glaciers# are#wet#
based.#With#the#general#consensus#of#a#relatively#temperate#climate#during#the#LGM#
in# New# Zealand# (see# section# 3.3.1.1)# it# is# highly# likely# that# LGM# glaciers# in# New#
Zealand#were#wet;based#and#basal#sliding#was#occurring.#This#notion#is#supported#by#
geomorphological#evidence#in#the#form#of#striated#and#abraded#bedrock,#deformable#
subglacial# till#and# the# transport#of#erratics# through#subglacial#pathways# (Mager#&#




Golledge,# 2015).# Thus# basal# sliding#will# be# implicitly# considered# if# using# landform#
based#evidence#(from#the#location#being#studied)#to#parameterise#<=#but#needs#to#
be#considered#if#using#an#average#value#from#the#literature#(by#manually#changing#<=).#Whilst#prescribing#a#softer#ice;rheology#via#landform#based#evidence#is#suitable#
for# reconstructing# former# profiles,# it# should# be# noted# that# in# these# cases# <=#
effectively# becomes# a# ‘lumped# parameter’# and# further# calculations,# such# as#
estimates#of# ice#velocity,#requiring# just#<=#as#an# input#may#be#spurious#(Golledge,#
2015).# As# such,# the# results# of# this# thesis# are# restricted# to# volume# and# thickness#
distribution#with#no#attempts#made#to#infer#ice#dynamics.##
4.2.1.5! Shape'factor'
In# the#case#of#valley#glaciers#and#other# topographically;controlled# ice#bodies,# it# is#
unrealistic#to#assume#that#the#bed#shear#stress#equals#the#driving#stress#as#side;drag#
from#the#valley#walls##provides#resistance#to#the#flow#(Paterson,#1994).#This#effect#is#
commonly# incorporated# into#perfect#plasticity#models#using#a# ‘shape#factor’# (f)#as#
shown#in#Equation#11.#Whilst#other#studies#simply#assign#a#standard#f#value#of#0.8#
(Linsbauer!et!al.,#2012),#REVOLTA#dynamically#adjusts#f#depending#on#the#local#valley#






(Figure# 4.3),# an# initial# approximate# ice# surface# elevation# and# cross# section# is#
generated# by# using# a# standard# f# value# of# 0.8# (Nye,# 1965).# From# this# initial# cross#











extraction# of# cross;sectional# profiles# from# topographic# maps,# the# process# is#
automated# in# REVOLTA# using# a# novel# ‘nearest# neighbour’# technique.# At# each# ice#









During#REVOLTA#development,#multiple#nearest#neighbour# searching#of# this# form#
was#found#to#be#a#computationally#intensive#and#slow#task,#with#prototype#modelling#
concluding# the# standard# ArcGIS# tools# were# unable# to# cope# with# the# large# data#
requirements.#A#bespoke#Python#coded#solution#was#therefore#developed,#with#the#
DEM#converted#to#a#Numpy#Array#and#a#KD;tree#(De#Berg,#2010)#approach#used#to#






it# does# not# estimate# distributed# thickness# or# volume.# To# achieve# this,# a# ‘nearest#









interpolation# routine# (Hutchinson,# 1989)# is# used# to# generate# a# fully# distributed#
surface.#This#interpolation#routine#is#an#iterative#finite#difference#technique#designed#
for#the#creation#of#hydrologically#correct#DEMs#and#is#widely#used#for#glaciological#
applications# (e.g.# Farinotti! et! al.,# 2009;# Li! et! al.,# 2012;# Linsbauer! et! al.,# 2012).#
ANUDEM# is# implemented# via# the# ‘TopoToRaster’# tool# in# ArcGIS,# using# the# initial#

















centreline# and# at# the#margin.# It# is# possible# to# prescribe# such# curvature# into# the#
















The# equilibrium# line# altitude# (ELA)# of# former# glaciers# is# of# great# interest# for#
glaciological#and#paleoclimate#study#(Benn#&#Ballantyne,#2005).#There#are#a#number#













Cirque#floor# Landform# ELA# inferred# to# lie#above# the#elevation#of# the#cirque#
floor.#(Péwé#&#Reger,#1972)#
Maximum# elevation# of# lateral#
moraines#
Landform# ELA# approximated# by# up# glaciers# limit# of# lateral#
moraines#(from#glaciation#being#studied)##
Ice#surface#contours# Geometry# ELA# approximated# where# ice# surface# contours#








Accumulation;Area#Ratio#(AAR)# Geometry# Most#widely#used#method,#assumes#a# constant# ratio#





Area;altitude#balance#ratio#(AABR)# Geometry# The# second# most# widely# used# ELA# estimation#
technique,# although# recognised# to# be# more# robust#
than# the# AAR# and# MGE# methods# as# it# takes# into#




automated# estimation# of# ELAs# using# either# the# Accumulation# Area# Ration# (AAR),#
Area;Altitude#Balance#Ratio#(AABR),#Area#Altitude#or#Median#Glacier#elevation#(MGE)#









firstly# because# it# is# the# most# widely# used# method# for# estimating# former# ELAs#
(Pellitero!et!al.,#2015)#with#numerous#examples#of# its#application# in#the# literature#


















The# initial# script# developed# by# Pellitero! et! al.# (2015)# uses# the# ArcGIS#
‘SurfaceVolume_3D’#tool,#which#is#part#of#the#standard#3D#analyst#package.#The#tool#
iteratively#calculates#the#area#above#and#below#a#given#altitude#in#response#to#the#

















2005).# For#modelling#purposes,#a# scaled#version#of# contemporary# temperature#or#
precipitation#may#be#used#as#the#independent#estimate,#thereby#providing#a#method#
for# exploring# the# influence# of# a# specified# temperature# change# on# palaeo;
precipitation#or#vice;versa.##
Relationships# between# precipitation# and# temperature# are# possible# to# derive# as#
annual# accumulation#will# exactly# equal# annual# ablation# at# the# ELA.#With# ablation#
correlated# with# summer# temperatures# and# accumulation# correlated# with#
precipitation#(Benn#&#Ballantyne,#2005),#a#positive#correlation#also#exists#between#
summer# temperatures# and# precipitation# at# the# ELA# (Ohmura! et! al.,# 1992).#
Precipitation#;#temperature#relationships#have#been#developed#for#specific#regions#
such#as# #Russia#/#Asia#(Kotlyakov#&#Krenke,#1982),#North#America#(Leonard,#1989)#
and# Europe# (Sutherland,# 1984)# amongst# others.# These# region;specific# examples#
differ#in#form#due#to#the#varying#interplay#between#surface#energy#balance#and#air#
temperature# at# each# location# (Benn# &# Ballantyne,# 2005),# although# such# a#
relationship#has#never#been#derived#for#the#Southern#Alps#of#New#Zealand.#This#issue#
is# negated#by#Ohmura! et! al.# (1992)#who# compiled#a# global#dataset#of# 70#glaciers#
spanning#both#hemispheres# (including#the#Tasman#glacier,#New#Zealand#Southern#
Alps),# smoothing#out# regional#variations# in#energy#balance.#The#globally#averaged#
relationship#between#summer#temperature#and#precipitation#at#the#ELA#derived#by#
Ohmura!et!al.#(1992)#is#defined#as:#HI = 645 + 296<N + 9<NO#
Equation'13'
Where#HI# is# the#water# equivalent# annual#precipitation# (mm#yr;1)# and#<N# is# the#3;
month# mean# summer# temperature# in# °C# (December,# January,# February# in# the#
Southern#Hemisphere).#Whilst#the#standard#error#of#the#relationship#described#by#





# <N = )19) 9HI + 16009 − 148#
Equation'14'
In# this# thesis,# reconstructed# LGM# ELAs# of# the# New# Zealand# Southern# Alps# are#
combined# with# estimates# of# palaeo;precipitation# and# palaeo;temperature# using#
Equation# 13# and# Equation# 14# to# assess# the# likely# climatic# conditions# required# to#
generate# the# ELAs# and# glacier# geometry# in# question.# A# similar# approach# was#
employed#by#Benn#and#Ballantyne#(2005)#to#estimate#former#precipitation#during#the#
Loch#Lomond#re;advance#for#glaciers#of#the#West#Drumochter#Hills,#Scotland,#but#it#
has# never# been# applied# on# a# broader# scale.# Palaeoclimatic# reconstruction# of# this#
nature# allows# the# spatial# pattern# of# precipitation# /# temperature# change# to# be#
considered,# which# contrasts# with# the# findings# of# ‘top# down’# glaciological# (ice#
dynamics#driven#by# climate# reconstruction)#models#which#assume#a#homogenous#




NIWA#and# is# based#upon#data# from#2002# irregularly;spaced#precipitation# gauges,#
spanning#the#time#period#1981#to#2010,#generating#a#500#m#resolution#dataset.#The#

























annual# average# uncertainties# for# the# interpolated# surfaces# are# ±# 0.37# °C# for# the#
temperature# dataset# and# ±# 148.5# mm# for# the# precipitation# dataset.# These#
uncertainties#refer#only#to#the#interpolation#process#and#do#not#take#into#account#
additional#errors#such#as#precipitation#under;catch#due#to#snowfall#(Golledge!et!al.,#
2012).# Despite# the# limitations,# it# can# be# considered# that# the# climatic# datasets#
presented#in#Figure#4.8#adequately#represent#the#long;term#average#contemporary#
conditions,# smoothing# out# high# frequency# variability# (e.g.# due# to# ENSO/SAM#
cyclicity).##
Equation#13#and#Equation#14#define#the#temperature#parameter#as#mean#summer#
temperature# (<N),# whilst# the# contemporary# temperature# dataset# (Figure# 4.8b)# is#
expressed#as#annual#mean#temperature.#This#difference#therefore#needs#to#be#taken#
into#account#when#using#the#contemporary#temperature#dataset#as#the#input#or#for#
comparison# with# the# output.# This# can# be# achieved# by# converting# annual#
temperatures#to#summer#mean#temperatures#and#vice;versa#by#using#an#empirical#
relationship# in# a# similar#manner# to# Benn# and# Ballantyne# (2005).# In# this# thesis,# a#
relationship# between# mean# summer# temperature# (<N)# and# mean# annual#
temperature#(<I)#was#derived#for#the#New#Zealand#Southern#Alps#based#on#monthly#
mean#temperatures#(1981;2010)#recorded#from#10#meteorological#stations#spanning#
the# extent# of# the# Southern# Alps# (downloaded# from#
https://www.niwa.co.nz/educationandtraining/schools/resources/climate/meanair
temp),#with#the#location#of#each#site#shown#on#Figure#4.8b.#The#resultant#relationship#
(R2#=#0.8373)#was#derived,#allowing#the#estimation#of#<I#from#<N#or#vice#versa:#<I = 1.0577)<N − 5.6331#
Equation'15'









extent# of# LGM# glaciation# is# extremely# well# constrained,# where# fine;detail#
geomorphological#mapping# (e.g.#Porter,#1975;#Barrell!et!al.,#2011)#combined#with#
datasets# of# dated# landforms# provides# age# control# (Table# 4.2).# Such# information#
allows#the#estimation#of#<=#via#manual#model#parameterisation#to#best;fit#the#known#
ice#surface#limits,#in#the#manner#as#described#by#Benn#and#Hulton#(2010).##The#Pukaki#





































these#are# related# to# the# terminus#position#only#or#apply# to#non;LGM#events# (e.g.#
141#
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the#available#evidence# indicated# in#Table#4.2.#This#approach# is#more# reliable# than#
simply#using#a#globally;averaged#value#(e.g.#Rea#&#Evans,#2007;#Locke,#1995)#because#
it# encapsulates# the# climate#and#nature#of# glaciation# in# the#Southern#Alps# (e.g.#by#
implicitly# considering# styles# of# glacier#motion# including# basal# sliding).#Whilst# this#





1992)# is# considered# in# this# thesis# during# the# parameterisation# process.#With# the#
majority#of#landform#evidence#pertaining#to#ice#surface#vertical#extent#being#situated#
in#former#ablation#zones,#it#is#very#likely#that#centreline#elevations#will#be#higher#than#
corresponding#evidence#on#valley# sides.#The#exact#offset# is#difficult# to#determine,#


































The# REVOLTA# modelled# ice# thickness# distribution# of# the# entire# Southern# Alps# is#
shown#in#Figure#4.10a,#alongside#3D#visualisations#of#specific#regions#of#interest.#The#
model# clearly# demonstrates# the# large,# predominantly# valley;constrained# glaciers#
flowing# to# the#east#of# the#main#divide# (e.g.# Pukaki#Glacier,# Figure#4.10b)# and# the#
piedmont# style# glaciers# coalescing# on# the# west# coast# (e.g.# Haast# Glacier,# Figure#
4.10c).#A#large#number#of#nunataks#are#present,#especially#around#the#high#peaks#of#





















rise#was# calculated# by# deducting# the# volume#of# contemporary# ice# from# the# LGM#
volume#(50.67#km3,#see#Chapter#2),#whilst#the#small#volume#of#ice#below#the#LGM#
sea#level#(0.28#km3)#was#also#deducted.##












REVOLTA# 6771.9# 17.15# 50.67# 0.28# 17.02#
# # # # # #
Golledge! et! al.#
(2012)#






the# majority# of# sediment# was# deposited# pre;LGM# and# later# overridden# by# LGM#
glaciers,# some# accumulation# has# nonetheless# occurred# post;LGM.# Thickness#
estimates#of#post;LGM#sediment#are#sparse,#with#approximately#30#m#inferred#for#
the# Hope# valley# (Rother! et! al.,# 2007),# 34# m# to# 97# m# in# the# Franz# Josef# valley#
(Alexander!et!al.,#2014)#and#up#to#300#m#in#the#Pukaki#valley#(McKinnon!et!al.,#2012).#








for# the# full#model# (<=# of# 30# kPa),#with# the# resultant# differences# in# calculated# ice#
volume#used# to#assess#model# sensitivity.# Figure#4.11# shows# the#original#REVOLTA#
profile#and#of#that#generated#using#the#‘sediment#removed’#DEM.#Figure#4.12#shows#











































than# the# valley#wall# evidence,#with# a# differential# of# approximately# 50#m#deemed#
appropriate# (Glasser! et! al.,# 2011).# Considering# such# a# convex# profile,# a# ‘low’# <=#
estimate#(15#kPa)#was#parameterised#to#approximate#the#lowest#elevation#landform#





However,# the# steep# valley# sides# of# the# Pukaki# valley# result# in# a# larger# volumetric#
differential,#with#an#underestimate#of#47.4#%#(low#scenario)#and#an#overestimate#of#
30.5#%#(high#scenario).#These#differences#in#volume#estimates#depending#on#<=#will#




















upon# the#general#east;west#pattern# is# complex#variability#along# the# length#of# the#
main#divide,#with#localised#ELA#low#points#found#where#additional#mountain#masses#




generated# by# Chinn# and# Whitehouse# (1980)# as# the# contemporary# baseline# (see#
section#2.3).#ELAs#were#depressed#by#between#748#m#to#1368#m#(median#1074#m)#at#
the# LGM# with# the# largest# depressions# found# in# the# north;west# region# of#
contemporary# glaciation# (Figure# 4.15b).# Chinn# &# Whitehouse# (1980)# calculated#
contemporary#ELA#gradients#normal#to#the#main#divide#of#25#to#40#km;1,#whilst#LGM#




# Entire'S.'Alps'' East'of'Main'divide'' West'of'Main'divide'' East'–'West'ELA'gradient'
LGM#ELA#(REVOLTA)## 746.5#m# 1056.5#m# 595.5#m# 12#–#26#m#km;1#
Contemporary# ELA#
Willsman!et!al.#(2014)#
1820.5#m# 1954.9#m# 1687.3#m# 25# –# 40# m# km;1# (Chinn# &#
Whitehouse,#1980)#
# # # # #
ELA# lowering# from#
present#
















were# generated# under# four# different# cooling# scenarios.# These# scenarios# were#
designed# to# encapsulate# the# range# of# potential# LGM# temperature# reductions#
indicated# from# the# literature# (see# section# 3.3.1.1).# For# each# cooling# scenario,#







of# each# scenario,# with# the# spatial# pattern# of# precipitation# change# at# the# ELA#






from# an# approximate# doubling# (+# 100.4#%)# of# present# values# under# the#minimal#
cooling#scenario#of#;#1#°C#(Figure#4.16a)#to#a#negligible#increase#of#+4.3#%#(extreme#
cooling#scenario#of#;#8#°C,#Figure#4.16d).#Intermediate#cooling#scenarios#(Figure#4.16b,#
Figure# 4.16c)# result# in# moderate# precipitation# increases# of# +78.2%# and# +22.4%#







































Median# +26.0#%# +153.5#%# +13.9#%# +126.8#%# ;16.1#%# +60.6#%# ;26.4# +36.0#%#
Mann;Whitney#









each# scenario,#with# the# spatial# pattern#of# annual# temperature# change#at# the#ELA#
demonstrated.#As#with#precipitation#modelling#the#temperature#change#values#were#











scenarios# of# present# precipitation# levels# and# 25%# decrease# predict# median#
temperature#reductions#of#6.3°C#and#8°C#respectively.#On#an#individual#glacier#basis,#









































;2.3#°C# ;7.2#°C# ;3.4#°C# ;7.8#°C# ;6.1#°C# ;9.1#°C# ;9.5#°C# ;10.7#°C#
Mann;Whitney#
P;value#







Alps.# As# such,# error# propagation# to# final# climatic# estimates# were# explored# by#
comparing#the#initial#climatic#reconstruction#(precipitation#and#temperature)#of#the#
Pukaki#LGM#glacier#(AAR#ratio#of#0.65)#with#that#of#using#AAR#ratios#of#0.6#and#0.7,#
with# results# shown# in# Table# 4.7.# Boundary# condition# scenarios# of# current#








AAR'Ratio' ELA'(m)' LGM' annual' precipitation' estimate'
(6.5'°C'cooling'scenario)''
LGM' ELA' temperature' estimate' (present'
precipitation'scenario)'
0.7#(+#0.05)# 925.5#m# 3222#mm#yr;1##(+#52#%#from#present)# ;1.0#°C#(9.4#°C#cooler#than#present)#
0.65#(standard)# 975.5#m# 3167#mm#yr;1##(+#31#%#from#present)# ;0.18#°C#(8.5#°C#cooler#than#present)#

















are# omitted.# There# is# growing# recognition# in# the# literature# of# catchment# specific#
responses#to#glaciation#(e.g.#Rother!et!al.,#2014),#highlighting#that#care#must#be#taken#
when#using#an# individual# catchment# to# infer# regional# trends#or#assuming#a# single#
modelling#scenario#is#appropriate#for#the#entire#region.#Furthermore,#a#study#of#fossil#
beetle#data#by#Marra!et!al.#(2006)#found#that#air#temperature#oscillated#during#the#
LGM# in# New# Zealand,# partially# explaining# the# large# variation# of# temperature#
estimates# in# the# literature# (Table#3.3).#Although#there# is#growing#recognition# that#
LGM#glaciers#of# the#Southern#Alps#may#not#have# reached# their#maximum#extents#
simultaneously# (e.g.# Rother! et! al.,# 2014),# analysis# of# dated# landforms# from#
catchments# spanning# the# Southern# Alps# (Figure# 4.9)# shows# overall# coherence#
between#sites,#suggesting#a#single#timeframe#and#modelling#scenario#is#appropriate#
for#the#scale#and#scope#of#this#investigation.#This#is#in#common#with#previous#studies#







The# comparability# of# the# total# ice# volume# is# interesting# as# Golledge# (2012)# took#
climate# proxy# data# to# drive# an# ice# dynamics# model,# whereas# this# thesis# took#
geomorphological#evidence#of#glacier#extent#and#used#it#to#derive#distributed#glacier#
ice#thickness#and#is#thus#independent#of#climate#estimates.#Consequently,#this#thesis#
has# been# able# to# consider# what# climate# parameters# would# have# likely# been#






REVOLTA# simulation# of# LGM# palaeoglaciers# combined# with# modelling# of#
contemporary#glaciers#by#VOLTA#(Chapter#2)#has#helped#to#refine#estimates#of# ice#


































Eurasia# 0.0# 64.6# 100#
North#America# 0.0# 41.6# 100#
South;American#Andes# 0.0# 4.6# 100#
Greenland# 8.2# 12.8# 35.94#
Antarctica# 63.3# 68.2# 7.18#
# # # #
New#Zealand#(this#thesis)# 0.000128# 0.01715# 99.25#
#
Even#though#New#Zealand#glaciation#itself#does#not#play#a#major#role#in#terms#of#sea#











northern# regions# of# the# Southern# Alps.# Sensitivity# analysis# shown# in# Figure# 4.14#
demonstrates#that#even#when#parameterising#the#model#with#a#high#<=#value,#many#
ridges# and# nunataks# will# still# be# present,# further# adding# confidence# of# their#
occurrence# during# the# LGM.# This# is# consistent# with# the# view# of# Anderson# and#
Mackintosh#(2006a),#suggesting#the#contemporary#jagged#topography#is#evidence#of#
largely# ice;free#peaks#during# glacial# phases.#Whilst# the#presence#of# nunataks# and#
exposed#ridges#is#clearly#modelled#in#the#Mt.#Cook#region,#the#Fiordland#area#exhibits#
a# largely# ‘ice# field’# style# of# glaciation# (Figure# 4.10e).# This# mode# of# glaciation# is#
suggested#by#Rother#and#Shulmeister#(2006)##who#postulates#that#reduced#sea#level#
during#the#LGM#increased#the#relative#height#of#the#Southern#Alps#as#a#barrier#for#
moist# air# masses,# resulting# in# increased# precipitation.# In# summary,# modelling# by#





Range# (adjacent# to#Milford# Sound)#marks# the# approximate# boundary# between# a#
southern#ice#cap#free#of#central#nunataks#and#more#northern#regions#where#peaks#
and#ridges#penetrated#the#ice.#It#is#envisaged#that#our#understanding#of#vertical#ice#







(2012)# who# found# an# ELA# range# of# between# approximately# 300# m# to# 1500# m.#
Reconstructed# ELAs# of# individual# glaciers# also# show# a# good# correspondence# to#
findings#of#other#catchment#specific#studies.#For#example,#the#LGM#ELA#of#the#Pukaki#
glacier# is# estimated# by# REVOLTA# at# 975#m,#which# is# comparable#with# the# values#
derived# by# Porter# (1975)# of# 955#m# and# 1080#m# for# the#Mt.# John# (late# LGM)# and#
Tekapo#(early;mid#LGM)#stages#respectively.##
As#expected#during#glacial#phases,#estimated#LGM#ELAs#were#lower#than#at#present.#
By# comparing# the#REVOLTA#derived# LGM#ELAs# to# those#of# contemporary# glaciers#














depressions# of# 6.3# °C# and# 8°C# (Figure# 4.17).# This# is# in# good# correspondence#with#
published#literature#(Table#3.3),#with#previous#investigations#inferring#temperature#
reductions#of#up#to#9°C##at#some#individual#locations#(Barrows#&#Juggins,#2005)#and#
studies# encompassing# the# entire# Southern# Alps# reporting# average# temperature#
reductions# of# 6.5# °C# (Golledge! et! al.,# 2012)# and# 4.6°C# (Seltzer! et! al.,# 2015).# It# is#
therefore#considered#that#the#estimates#presented#in#this#thesis#are#plausible#and#
thus# reconstructing# climatic# conditions# using# this# approach# is# suitable# for# the#
Southern# Alps.# All# the# precipitation# scenarios# are#meteorologically# possible,#with#
corresponding#absolute#values#of#4075#mm#yr;1##(+4.3#%,#extreme#cooling#scenario#of#
8°C)# and# 7831# mm# yr;1# (+100.4# %,# minimal# cooling# scenario# of# 1°C)# well# within#


























for# a# single# location# (e.g.# McKinnon! et! al.,# 2012),# REVOLTA# has# permitted# the#
individual#modelling#of#precipitation#and#temperature#for#72#separate#catchments#
spanning#the#entirety#of#the#Southern#Alps.##
As# shown# in# Table# 4.4,# contemporary# ELAs# display# a# ‘fundamental’# east;west#
differential#driven#by#the#precipitation#gradient,#evidenced#by#the#extremely#steep#




ranging# between# 12# and# 26# m# km;1.# This# is# consistent# with# (Porter,# 1975)# who#
calculated#LGM#gradients#of#13.5#and#22#m#km;1#for#two#separate#transects#normal#








(Figure# 4.15a)# and# lowering# from# the# contemporary# ELA# (Figure# 4.15b).# Local#
variations#are#also#present#in#the#contemporary#ELA#trend#surface,#here#attributed#
to# local# topographic# features# such#as#additional#mountain# ranges#offset# from# the#
main# divide# (e.g.# Solution# Range,# Figure# 4.15a)# and# topographic# low# points# (e.g.#
Hollyford#Pass,#Figure#4.15a)# (Chinn#&#Whitehouse,#1980).#The#LGM# ice# thickness#
distribution#depicted#in#Figure#4.10a#shows#that#these#topographic#features#will#be#















to# 10# °C)# occurred# to# the# southeast# of# New# Zealand# as# a# consequence# of# the#
equatorward#shift#of#the#Antarctic#Circumpolar#Current#(ACC).#Enhanced#cooling#of#
the# eastern# South# Island# was# also# found# by# Drost! et! al.# (2007)# with# modelling#
suggesting#a#strong#increase#in#the#number#of#southerlies,#bringing#cold#polar#air#up#
the# east# coast.# Furthermore,# changes# in# the# position# and# intensity# of# southern#






western# counterparts# (Table# 4.5).#With# results# in# this# thesis# reported# in# terms#of#
percentage#change#from#contemporary#values#(at#the#altitude#of#the#LGM#ELA),#some#
of# the# variability# observed#may# be# explained# by# a# shift# in# the# local# precipitation#




west# (Figure#4.18)#due# to#a# shift# in# shoreline#position.# Furthermore,#Drost# (2006)#
suggests# that# LGM# glaciation# itself# may# further# shift# the# initial# # ‘barrier’# of# the#
Southern# Alps# westwards,# with# the# additional# ice# mass# contributing# to# the#
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#
orographic# barrier# (Figure# 4.18).# Considering# the# extremely# high# precipitation#
gradients#of#contemporary#precipitation#(Figure#4.8a),#a#small#shift#in#the#location#of#
orographic# enhancement# may# have# the# potential# to# explain# the# changes# in#





It# should# be# noted# here# that# the# nature# of# the# climatic# reconstruction# approach#
outlined# in# section# 4.2.2# and# the# available# input# datasets# (scaled# versions# of#
contemporary# temperature# or# precipitation)# permit# the# estimation# of# only# one#
climate# variable# at# a# time.# Although# it# has# been# shown# that# all# of# the# climatic#
scenarios#in#this#thesis#are#glaciologically#and#meteorologically#plausible#and#broadly#
consistent#with#previous#estimates#(section#4.4.4),#in#reality#it#is#likely#that#there#was#
simultaneous# regional#variation# in#both# temperature#and#precipitation#change,#as#
suggested# by# previous# authors# (e.g.# Drost! et! al.,# 2007).# # Capturing# the# spatial#
variability# of# only# one# parameter# may# also# partly# explain# the# relatively# large#
differences#estimated#between#the#east#and#west#regions#(Table#4.5#and#Table#4.6),#









modelling#of#ELA#precipitation#and# temperature#does#not#appear# to#generate# the#
reverse#result#as#may#be#expected.#For#illustration,#if#a#scenario#of#10#%#reduction#in#
ELA# precipitation# (from# contemporary# values)# simulated# a# 5# °C# temperature#
reduction#output,#reverse#modelling#with#5#°C#cooling#applied#as#an#input#would#be#
expected#to#result#in#a#10#%#precipitation#reduction.#This#does#not#appear#to#be#the#
case# for# the# climatic# estimates# in# section# 4.3.6# –# for# example,# the# 6.5# °C# cooling#
scenario#(Figure#4.16c)#simulates#an#average#precipitation#increase#of#22.4#%#whilst#
in# reverse# modelling# a# similar# cooling# (6.3# °C)# is# achieved# under# contemporary#















ELA# falls# as# snow# (Rother# &# Shulmeister,# 2006).# Using# the# empirical# relationship#
between# mean# monthly# temperature# and# snow;rain# ratio# developed# by# Sevruk#
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#
(1992),# Figure#4.19#explores# the# implications#of# this# factor# in# regards# to# the#LGM#
climatic# simulations# presented# in# section# 4.3.6,# with# results# showing# that# the#
Southern#Alps#received#up#to#50%#of#its#precipitation#as#rainfall#at#the#LGM#ELA,#with#
all#scenarios#predicting#at#least#some#rainfall#input#at#the#LGM.#This#is#in#contrast#to#












to# their# prominence# in# regions# of# intense# glacial# research.# As# such,# whilst# the#
estimates#reported#in#section#4.3.6#represent#total#precipitation,#much#of#this#may#
not#be#available#for#glacier#accumulation#as#up#to#50#%#may#have#been#falling#as#rain#






























































which# is# of# most# interest# here,# showing# a# clear# east;west# partition# under# all#
scenarios.#For#example,#under#the#6.3#°C#cooling#scenario,#the#Pukaki#glacier#received#
an#estimated#66%#of#its#precipitation#as#snowfall#whilst#the#Fox#glacier#flowing#to#the#
west# of# the# main# divide# received# just# 23%# as# snow# (Figure# 4.20b).# A# similar#
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This# chapter# presents# the# REVOLTA# model,# which# is# an# alternative# method# for#
simulating# regional# ice# volume# and# distributed# thickness# of# palaeoglaciers.# The#
REVOLTA#model# employs# a# perfect# plasticity# approach,# requiring# just# a#DEM#and#
downstream# limits#of#glaciation# to#model# fully#distributed# ice# thickness.#Coded# in#
Python#and#applied#in#ArcGISTM,#it#can#be#run#on#any#standard#desktop#PC#or#laptop,#
allowing#rapid#modelling#at#a#regional#scale.#Subsequent#automated#ELA#estimation#
in#a#GIS#environment#allows# for# the# reconstruction#of# former# climatic# conditions,#
providing#a#powerful#new#tool#for#palaeoclimatic#study.#
REVOLTA#simulation#of#the#New#Zealand#Southern#Alps#during#the#LGM#estimates#a#
total# ice# volume# of# 6771.9# km3,# in# very# good# correspondence# with# the# previous#
estimate#of#Golledge!et!al.#(2012).#Combined#with#the#estimate#of#contemporary#ice#
volume#(50.67#km3)#by#the#VOLTA#model#(Chapter#2),#this#result#reinforces#the#notion#
that# New# Zealand# has# lost# almost# the# entirety# of# its# glacial# ice# since# the# LGM,#
although#this#volume#has#played#a#minor#role#in#global#sea#level#rise.##
Analysis# of# the# distributed# thickness# generated# by# REVLOTA# reveals# a# valley#
constrained#style#of#glaciation#with#many#exposed#ridges#and#nunataks,#even#when#
parameterised# to# fit# the#maximum#vertical# extent# of# geomorphological# evidence.#
This# reconstructed# style#of# glaciation# is# in# agreement#with# studies# suggesting# the#






et! al.,# 2012)# and# those# concerning# individual# catchments# (e.g.# Porter,# 1975).#
Subsequent# palaeoclimatic# estimates# suggests# LGM# temperature# reductions# of#
between# 5.6°C# –# 10.3°C# from# present,# in# good# agreement# with# the# published#
literature.#Precipitation#change#estimates#of#+4.3#%#to#+100.4%#are#also#deemed#to#
be# meteorologically# and# glaciologically# plausible,# in# agreement# with# studies#
suggesting# stronger# westerly# circulation# and# enhanced# orographic# enhancement#
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geometries,# substantial# changes# in# precipitation# and# temperature# also# occurred,#
with# eastern# regions# experiencing# significantly# greater# cooling# and# greater#
precipitation#increases#(or#less#decrease)#than#their#western#counterparts.#Increased#












glacial;interglacial# cycles,# the#New# Zealand# Southern#Alps# is# a# crucial# site# for# the#
study#of#both#contemporary#and#former#glaciers,#although#historically#has#received#
relatively# little# research# attention# compared# to# counterparts# in# the# Northern#
Hemisphere# (Grove,# 1988).# Within# the# glacial# record,# the# Last# Glacial# Maximum#
period#is#especially#of#interest#as#it#represents#a#climatic#state#dramatically#different#





To# help# address# these# debates,# the# primary# aim# of# this# thesis# was# to# refine# the#
understanding# of# distributed# ice# thickness# and# paleoclimate# (specifically#
temperature#and#precipitation)#of#the#New#Zealand#Southern#Alps#during#the#Last#




research# was# conducted# to# generate# these# datasets,# producing# substantial#




With# the# generated# input# datasets,# the# LGM# distributed# ice# thickness# was#










The# unique# method# of# palaeoglacier# reconstruction# of# the# Southern# Alps# by#
REVOLTA# allowed# the# simulation# of# former# climatic# conditions# based# upon#
reconstructed#Equilibrium#Line#Altitudes.#Simulated#median#temperature#change#for#
the#entire#Southern#Alps# (reduction#of#5.6°C#to#10.3°C#from#present)# is# in#general#
agreement# with# previously# published# estimates# whilst# simulated# precipitation#
estimates# (+# 4.3# %# to# +110.4# %# from# present)# are# both# meteorologically# and#













circulation# patterns# noted# by# other# authors,# with# an# equatorward# shift# of# the#
Antarctic#Circumpolar#Current#(ACC)#(Barrows!et!al.,#2000)#and#associated#increase#
in#the#number#of#southerlies#bringing#cold#polar#air#up#the#east#coast#(Drost!et!al.,#
2007).# Furthermore,# enhanced# regional# flow# of# moist# westerly# air# masses# as#
postulated#by#Rother#and#Shulmeister#(2006)#is#a#potential#mechanism#for#the#overall#
increases#in#precipitation#predicted,#whilst#reduced#sea#level#and#addition#of#glacial#
ice#effectively# ‘shifts’#the#position#of#the# initial#orographic#barrier,#resulting# in#the#
simulated#differential#in#precipitation#change.#These#mechanisms#are#believed#to#be#
plausible#explanations#for#the#observed#changes#as#the#climate#of#New#Zealand#has#
been# proven# to# be# extremely# sensitive# to# circulation# changes# in# the# southwest#
pacific,# with# analysis# of# historical#meteorological# records# by# Salinger# and#Mullan#
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2008),# further# showing# the# potential# of# circulation# pattern# change# as# a# driver# of#
glacial#advance#and#retreat#in#the#Southern#Hemisphere.##







Golledge! et! al.,# 2012).# Further# analysis# suggests# that# glaciers# flowing# to# the#west#
coast#experienced#a#greater#proportion#of#their#precipitation#as#rainfall#at#the#LGM#
compared# to# the# east,# an# additional# factor# which# needs# to# be# considered# when#
studying# palaeoglacier# and# paleoclimate# in# the# Southern# Alps#which# has# perhaps#








finding# of# the# research# presented# here# is# the# large# variability# found,# which# has#








(Purdie# &# Fitzharris,# 1999)# found# that# the# average# rate# of# non;lake# terminating#
glaciers#was#12#m#yr;1#whilst#those#with#a#lake#calving#termini#retreated#at#50#m#yr;1.#
The# complex# spatial# and# temporal# variability# of# contemporary# processes# is# also#
highlighted#by#the#in#depth#analysis#of#glacier#outline#inventories#in#this#thesis#(see#
section# 2.6.2.2)# and# of# historical# glacier# length# records# (e.g.# Purdie! et! al.,# 2014),#
showing#broad#scale#retreat#since#the#Little#Ice#Age#maximum#has#been#punctuated#
by#short;term#re;advances#of#certain#glaciers.##
Whilst# this# complex# and# highly# variable# nature# of# contemporary# glaciation# is#
relatively#well#understood#and#documented#in#the#literature,#there#has#recently#been#
an#appreciation#that#similar#processes#may#have#also#occurred#during#former#glacial#
and# interglacial# phases,# a# fact# which# may# have# been# previously# overlooked.# For#
example,#research#into#the#New#Zealand#Little#Ice#Age,#has#revealed#a#complex#glacial#
record#containing#a#number#of#re;advances#and#stillstands#(Winkler,#2000)#whilst#a#
recent# study# by# Rother! et! al.# (2014)# suggests# that# proglacial# lakes# played# an#
important# role# in# post;LGM# deglaciation,# with# climate# decoupling# occurring# in# a#
similar#manner#as#presently#observed.##
In# common#with# all# previous# studies# concentrating# on# the# regional# LGM# in# New#
Zealand# (e.g.# Golledge! et! al.,# 2012;# Barrell,# 2011;# Suggate,# 1990)# this# thesis#
reconstructs#glaciers#as#if#at#a#single#timeframe#(effectively#at#maximum#extent#for#
each# catchment),# with# the# LGM# defined# as# 18# to# 30# ka# according# to# the# latest#




with# glaciers# and# climate# experiencing# spatial# and# temporal# variability.# The#
comprehensive# synthesis# and# analysis# of# the# latest# data# pertaining# to# the# lateral#
extent#of# LGM#glaciation# in# the#Southern#Alps# (section#3.4)# shows# that# individual#
glaciers#reached#their#maximum#extents#at#slightly#different#times#within#the#LGM#
window.#As#such,#it#is#acknowledged#that#reconstructing#the#LGM#glaciers#as#if#at#a#
single# timeframe# means# that# some# of# the# subtleties# of# individual# catchment#
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response# to# glaciation# are# omitted.# However,# with# reconstructed# profiles# of#









;11.3# to#+#4.6# °C# from#present.#Much#of# this#variation# is#driven#by#changes# in# the#
circulation#patterns#and#the#interaction#of#air#masses#with#the#Southern#Alps,#with#a#
distinctive# east;west# divide.# Therefore,# when# considering# estimates# of# climatic#
change#since#the#LGM,#the#specific#location#of#the#study#should#be#considered.#
By#combining#the#results#of#REVOLTA#climatic#simulations#with#critically#evaluated#
previously# published# estimates,# it# has# been# possible# to# improve# and# refine# an#
estimate#of#LGM#temperature#suppression.#Modelling#shows#that#the#lower#cooling#
scenarios#presented#in#the#previous#literature#produce#very#high#precipitation#levels#
much# above# that# of# alternative# studies# and# are# therefore# discounted.# Average#
cooling# scenarios# of# 6.5# °C# and# 8# °C# produce# precipitation# estimates# in# line#with#
previous# research# and# this# narrower# range# of# values# is# thus# considered# credible.#
Cooling# of# more# than# 8# °C# is# thought# to# be# unlikely# once# considering# critically#
evaluating#alternative#proxy#evidence.##
This# research# supports# emerging# evidence# that# the# LGM# in# New# Zealand# was# a#
complex#and#dynamic#period#(e.g.#Rother!et!al.,#2014),#with#substantial#spatial#and#
temporal# variability.# As# such,# care# should# be# taken# when# using# an# individual#
catchment# to# infer# overall# glacial# or# climatic# trends# as# they# may# not# be#









to# its#excellent#geomorphological# record#and#debate# in#the# literature#surrounding#
glaciological# and# climatic# conditions.#However,# the# LGM# is# just# one# of# the# glacial#











there# is#virtually#no# research# regarding# the#vertical#extent#and# relative#volume#of#
former#(pre;LGM)#glaciations,#with# it#unclear# if#any#particular#glaciation#was#more#
‘powerful’#than#others.##
Through# the# review# of# previous# studies# investigating# valley# infill# and# postglacial#
















In# conclusion,# whilst# this# thesis# has# successfully# refined# our# knowledge# of# LGM#
glaciation# and# climatic# conditions,# earlier# (pre;LGM)# glacial# episodes# are# likely# to#
represent# substantially# different# conditions# again,# warranting# further# research.#
However,#the#study#of#pre;LGM#glaciation#presents#a#number#of#major#challenges#
including# a# poorly# preserved# geomorphological# record,# the# influence# of# tectonic#
uplift#and#denudation#and#thus#great#uncertainty#surrounding#boundary#conditions.#





















driver# of# late# Quaternary# glaciations# in# the# mid;latitudes# of# the# Southern#
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